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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Oct 1 09:01:09 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Oct 1 08:59:51 2009
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia Vital Research Records
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066903E439F0@mail.wvculture.org>
The West Virginia Vital Research Records (VRR) database is now on its
new servers and running swiftly and smoothly, so far. No public
announcement has been made yet since we are waiting a little while to
make sure there are no bugs. We have been doing some test searches to
weed out obvious transcription errors (birth record for 1778 instead of
1878, etc.) that we could not pull up for some time to correct. Since
much of the errors and glitches are first found by our avid users, we
also are waiting to see if we get any feedback. Please urge your
patrons who have had problems using the database in past months to give
it a try now, and to report any problems via the e-mail address provided
on the site.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From nross at bryantx.gov Thu Oct 1 09:13:12 2009
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Thu Oct 1 09:13:27 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Fan Page on Facebook
In-Reply-To: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF01D57918@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
References: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF01D57918@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <E4ADEE76C20D1D45A83A539098F8ACA0103FECCE@COBMAIL.cobnet.org>
Cheryl and all,
The Carnegie Center of Brazos Valley History
aka the Carnegie History Center also has a Face Book site. It was
created by one of our systems librarians, and I attempt to keep it
up and create interest by noting what we are doing at least once a
week.
Nan Ross
Carnegie History Center
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Oct 1 11:15:34 2009
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Oct 1 11:15:12 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta Laser Printer for Book scribe 2000
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83142D4@mail.irclibrary.org>
Do you own the laser printer (Minolta MSP 3000) that works with the Book
Scribe 2000?

Do you have the same problem we have with the fuser rollers going out on
a regular basis? How much does it cost you to replace it? Have you been
able to locate an improved laser printer?

We have been told that there is no replacement upgrade and we have to
continue to pay $4-500.00 every time we place the fuser roll which is
about every 6-9 months. Help!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
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From lblanton at jcpl.net Thu Oct 1 17:50:39 2009
From: lblanton at jcpl.net (Linda Blanton)
Date: Thu Oct 1 17:51:25 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Still available --- Periodicals for postage/shipping Western Coast and Western States, mostly 1972-2003
Message-ID: <985443ECE99C1541BC90CC45D266B53D02BBFE115B@JCPLMAIL.jcpl.net>
Last call for these older periodicals (see list at bottom of email)
Libraries or individuals.
One library was interested in some last week for swapping, but our business manager
prefers reimbursement for postage/shipping.

If no takers this round -- I could check whether respective State Libraries have
complete runs; likewise LDS SLC, Allen County, and DAR Library.....
If none of them need these issues, I guess I shall "feed the recycling bin".
Any other suggestions what to do with these?
Thank you,
Linda H. Blanton
lblanton@jcpl.net<mailto:lblanton@jcpl.net>
Johnson City Public Library
100 W. Millard St.
Johnson City, TN 37604
www.jcpl.net<http://www.jcpl.net>
423-434-4462
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda Blanton
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2009 11:55 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals available for postage/shipping - Western Coast and
Western States, mostly 1972-2003
We are weeding older periodicals from the West Coast & Western states - because of
space limitations.
These periodicals are unbound and have no sensors ; some do have ownership stamps.
Our business manager says we must be reimbursed for postage/shipping expenses.
If your library is interested in having some or all of these periodicals,
please respond to Linda Blanton, Johnson City Public Library, at
lblanton@jcpl.net<mailto:lblanton@jcpl.net>
Do not reply to the listserv.
Please include the URL for your library catalog, as well as the full mailing
address.
An invoice will be prepared and sent by email after the shipment(s) are mailed.
More lists of periodicals will be posted in the coming weeks.
Thank you in advance,
Linda H. Blanton
Librarian
lblanton@jcpl.net<mailto:lblanton@jcpl.net>
Johnson City Public Library
100 W. Millard St.
Johnson City, TN 37604-4731
423-434-4462
WEST COAST AND WESTERN STATES PERIODICALS AVAILABLE, Sept 25, 2009:
State
Society

Periodical title
Years
Volume
Number
Month
CALIFORNIA
Gen. Society of Riverside
Lifeliner
1972
7
4
June
1975-1976
11
1990-1991
26
2
Dec
1993-1994
29
1
Sep
1994-1995
30
2
Dec

1995-1996
31
3, 4
Mar, Jun
1996-1997
32
1, 3-4
Se, Mar, Jun
1997-1998
33
1,2,3,4
2002
37
4
Jun
2002-2003
38
1, 3-4
Sep, Mar, Jun
2003
39
1,2,3,4
Sep, Dec, Mar, Jun
2004-2005
40
1, 2

Sep, Spr/Sum
2005

Marin Co Gen. Society
Marin Kin Tracer
1991
14
2,3,4
Spr, Sum, Fall
1992
15
1,2
Winter, Spring
1993
16
4
Fall
1994
17
1,2,4
1995
18
1,2,3,4
incl. Rev. ed of #1
1996
19

1,2,3,4
1997
20
1,2,3,4
1998
21
1,3
Winter, Summer

Orange Co Gen. Socy
Quarterly
1975
12
4
Dec
1976
13
2,3,4
plus index
1977
14
1,2,3,4
plus index
1978
15
1,2,3,4

1979
16
1,2,3
1980
17
1,2,3,4
1994
31
1,2,3,4
Orange Co Gen Socy
Journal
1995
31
1
1995
32
2
1996
33
1,2
1997
34
1,2
1998
35
1,

2004
41
1,2
Apr, Oct
2005
42
1
Apr
Sacramento Gen Socy
Root cellar preserves
1991
13
4
Jul
1992
14
2, 3
Jan, Apr
1992-1993
15
1, 2
1993-1994
16
1,2,3,
1995
17

2,3,4
1995-1996
18
1,2,3,4
1996-1997
19
1,2,3,4
1997-1998
20
1,2
1999-2000
22
1, 3
2000-2001
23
1
2002
24
2,3
2002-2003
25
1,2,3
Calif. Cen Coast Gen Socy
Bulletin
1971

Annual Index
1972
5
9
Annual Index
1973
6
1,2
1974
7
3,4,5,6,7 - 12
Annual Index
1975
8
Sp,sp-su,Fa, Win
1976
9
Spr, Su, Win
1977
10
1
Spr
1978
10
1, 4

Spr, Win
1978
11
2,3,4
Sum,Fall, Win
1979
12
2
Sum
1980
14
3
Fall
San Luis Obispo Co Ge Soc
Bulletin
1994
27
1,3,4
Spr, Fall, Win
1995
28
1,2,3,4
1996
29
1,2,3,4

1997
30
1,2,3,4
1998
31
1,2, 3-4
2003
36
1-2, 3-4
OREGON
Rogue Valley Gen Socy
Rogue Digger
1977?
10
3,4
Fall, Winter
1977?
11
3, 4
Fall, Winter
Gen. Forum of Portland
Yearbook
1975
Suppl
Bulletin
1976
25

10
Jun
1977
26
6
Feb
End of Trail researchers
1977
8
1
Spr-Summer
(Salem, OR)

Oregon Gen Socy
Quarterly
1993
31
3, 4
Win, Spr.
1993-1994
32
1,2,3,4
1994-1995
33
1,2,3,4

1995-1996
34
1,2,3,4,5,6
1997-1998
35
1,2,3,4
1998
36
1, 3
Win, Sum
2002
40
4
Fall
2003
41
1,2,3,4

ARIZONA
AZ State Gen Socy
Copper State Bulletin
1992
27
3
Fall
1993
28

1, 2
Spr, Summer
1995
30
4
Winter
1996
31
1,2,3,4
2 copies of #1
1997
32
1,2, 4
1998
33
1.2
2000
34
1
Spring
2002
37
3, 4
Fall, Winter
2003
38

1,2
Spr, Summer
TEXAS
Ft Worth Gen Socy
Footprints
1974
17
4
Nov
1988
31
1,2,3,4
1989
32
1,2,3,4
1990
33
1,2,3,4
1991
34
1,2,3,4
1992
35
1,2,
1993
36

1,2,3
1994
37
2,3,4
1995
38
1,2,3,4
1996
39
1,2,4
1997
40
1,2,3,4
1998
41
1,2,3
2002
45
2,3,4
2003
46
1,2,3,4
TEXAS
Austin Gen Socy
Quarterly
1972

13
2,4
1973
14
1,2,3,4
1974
15
1,2,3,4
1975
16
1,2,3,4
1976
17
1,2,3,4
1977
18
1,2,3,4
1978
19
2,3,4
1979
20
1,2,3,4
1980
21

1,2,3,4
1989
30
4
Nov
1990
31
1,2,3,4
1991
32
1,2,3,4
1992
33
1,2,3,4
1993
34
1,2,3,4
1996
37
2
Jun
TEXAS
Mid-Cities Gen Socy
Tale of Mid-Cities
1980
1

2
Jan
Bedford, TX
1988
9
4
Summer
1988
10
1,2
1989
10
3,4
1989
11
1,2,3,4
1990
12
1,2,3,4
1991
13
1,2,3,4
1995-1996
17
2,3,4
2000

21
2
Winter
TEXAS
Chaparral Gen. Socy
Roadrunner
1975
1
3
(Tomball, TX)
1976
2
4
1978
4
1,2,3,4
1979
5
1,2,3,4
1980
6
1,2,3,4
1981
7
1
1988

14
2,3,4
1989
15
1,2,3,4
1990
16
1,2,3,4
1990-1991
17
1,2,3
TEXAS
So Tx Gen & His Socy
Yesterdays
(Gonzales, TX)
1974
9
1,2,
1975-1976
10
1,2
1976-1977
11
1,2
1977-1978
12

1,2
1978
13
1
1979-1980
14
1,2
TEXAS
San Antonio Gen & His Soc
Our Heritage
1973
14
3,4
1973
15
1,2
1976
17
3,4,
1976-1977
18
1,2,3,4
1977
19
1,2
1980

21
4
TEXAS
Tip-O-Tex Gen Soc
Genealogical Tips
1968
5
4
Feb
(Harlingen, TX
1995
33
2,3,4
TEXAS
Parker Co Gen Soc
(Weatherford, TX)
Trails West
1979
9
2
Jan
TEXS
Hamilton Co Gen Soc
Family Circle Journal
2002
#3
(Hamilton, TX)
2003

#1,2,3
TEXAS
Western Tx Gen Assn.
Western link
1976
5
3,4
1977
6
1,3,4
1978
7
2
Spr
1979
8
3,4
Sum, Fall
OKLAHOMA
Canadian Co Gen Socy
Canadian Co Connections
1978
1
1
1979
1
2,3

Stephens Co Gen Socy
(Duncan, OK)
Foot Steps
1992
7
4
Oct
1993
8
1,3
Jan, Jul
2000
15
1
Jan
OKLAHOMA
Okla Gen Society
Quarterly
1992
37
1,2,4
1994
39
1
1995
40

3,4
1996
41
1,2,3,4
1997
42
1,2,3,4
1998
43
2,3
2002
47
4
2003
48
1,2,3,4
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa Gen. Society
Tulsa Annals
1974
9
1
1977
12
2
1978

13
3
1979
14
1,2,3
1980
15
1,2
1990-1991
27
1,2,3
1994-1995
30
1,3
1995-1996
31
1,2,3
1996-1997
32
1,2,3
1998
33
2
2001-2002
37

1,2,3
2002-2003
38
1,2,3
2003-2004
39
2/3 of 3
OKLAHOMA
Pittsburg Co Gen & Hist Soc
Tobucksy News
(McAlester, OK)
1987-1988
5
1,2,3
1989
6
2,3
1989-1990
7
1,2
2 cop of #1
LOUISIANA
Ark-La-Tex Gen. Assn
Genie
(Shreveport, LA)
1972

6
1
Jan
1973
7
2,3,4
1974
8
1.2.3.4
1975
9
1,2,3,4
1977
11
3,4
1978
12
1,2,3,4
1979
13
1,2,3
1980
14
1,2,3,4
1994

28
1,2,3,4
1995
29
1,2,3,4
1996
30
1,2,3
1997
31
1,2,3,4
1998
32
1,3
2002
36
3
2003
37
1,2,3,4
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From librarian at schist.org Fri Oct 2 11:59:44 2009
From: librarian at schist.org (Katherine Chansky)
Date: Fri Oct 2 12:00:55 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Schenectady Genealogy Day Nov 7
Message-ID: <0KQW00DF69SZYZ5B@vms173001.mailsrvcs.net>

Schenectady County Genealogy Day
Saturday

Nov. 7,

2009

from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

at the Grems-Doolittle Library of the Schenectady County Historical Society

Join us as we explore family history. This event is free and open to the
public

Use the library-volunteers are on hand to help you
Attend a genealogy session--speakers will guide you with your research

10:00 am City Directories

by

Frank Taormina

11:00 am Online Immigration Records Research by Peter Sisario
12: 00 noon
provided

Lunch - Bring your own sandwich -- beverages and desserts

12:30 pm Efner History Center by Cindy Seacord
1:00 pm The Schenectady Digital History Archive by Robert Sullivan
2:00 pm New York State Library for Researchers by Nancy Curran

Share your family history-Don Rittner, Schenectady County Historian, and Lisa Overholser, Folklorist,
NYS Folklore Society will be conducting oral history interviews through out
the day. RSVP to reserve a time to share your memories of living and
working in Schenectady.

Call (518) 374-0263 to RSVP
Katherine Chansky, Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Avenue, Schenectady, NY

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From lblanton at jcpl.net Fri Oct 2 14:28:11 2009
From: lblanton at jcpl.net (Linda Blanton)
Date: Fri Oct 2 14:28:59 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Weeded periodicals have found homes - thank you!
Message-ID: <985443ECE99C1541BC90CC45D266B53D02BBFE1180@JCPLMAIL.jcpl.net>
Thank you for your willingness to give a home to these periodicals.
I am relieved not to send anything to the city recycling center.
Either today or early next week, I'll be in touch with each of you who expressed
interest to let you know which issues will be shipped to your library.
Sincerely,
Linda Blanton
lblanton@jcpl.net<mailto:lblanton@jcpl.net>
Librarian
Johnson City Public Library
Johnson City, TN
www.jcpl.net<http://www.jcpl.net>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Mon Oct 5 10:18:22 2009
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Mon Oct 5 10:17:06 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFD8EF@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
We have a lot of toner for a 3M microfilm reader/printer if anyone can
use it. The numbers are 407, 408 and 409. Free for postage for anyone
who can use it. Thanks.

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 ext 153

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Oct 6 12:16:56 2009
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue Oct 6 12:16:58 2009
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (October 2009)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2704ACEC52@sudley1.pwc.ad>

WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
October 2009

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm> .
RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe to What's New in RELIC. All these programs will take place
at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA. You may register for any of these programs at
703-792-4540 or relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .
For
details see http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm>
October 8, 11 am - RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable
October 27, 7 pm - RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable
November 1, 2 pm - Teasing the Silent Woman from the Shadows of History,
with Barbara Vines Little, CG.
November 17, 7 pm - Genealogy 101, with Beverly Veness.
The Genealogy Doctor is In
Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to discuss
an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you. Please call
703-792-4540 for a free appointment.
Here are upcoming scheduled
times.

Thursdays, October 15, November 5 and 19 - 10 am-noon.
Thursday, October 8, 11 a.m.
Tuesday, October 27, 7 p.m.
RELIC's

GENEALOGICAL ROUNDTABLE

RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable returns, moderated by Don Wilson. It's
a chance to discuss your family history challenges in a group
environment and get tips for new approaches. You can attend either or
both sessions: Thursday, October 8 at 11 a.m., and Tuesday, October
27, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library's community room.
Please call (703) 792-4540 or email relic2@pwcgov.org to register
for this free event.
Sunday, November 1, 2 p.m.
Teasing the Silent Woman from the Shadows of History
Presented by Barbara Vines Little, CG
In historical and genealogical research the silent woman is often a
truism; identifying her is usually difficult; discovering who she was is
frequently considered impossible. Women rarely functioned in society in
ways which generated records.
Barbara Vines Little, CG, will present a talk "Teasing the
Silent Woman from the Shadows of History," on Sunday, November 1, 2009,
beginning at 2:00 p.m. at Bull Run Regional Library. This lecture which
is based upon an article published in the September 2000 National
Genealogical Society Quarterly explores ways in which records generated
by others can be used to provide windows into women's lives and help us
discover what they and their lives were really like.
Ms. Little is immediate past president of the National
Genealogical Society, a former president and board member of the
Virginia Genealogical Society, and is editor of the quarterly Magazine
of Virginia Genealogy. She has lectured for the past twenty-five years
at local, regional, state and national conferences on research
methodology, Virginia and West Virginia resources and writing and
publishing.
Please call (703) 792-4540 or email relic2@pwcgov.org to register for
this free event.

Tuesday, November 17, 7 p.m.
GENEALOGY 101
Presented by Beverly Veness
This program will highlight the numerous free genealogical resources
available at RELIC and will explore basic techniques for tracking
ancestors. The hour-long program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the

RELIC staff, is scheduled for Tuesday, November 17, 2009 at 7 p.m. at
Bull Run Regional Library.
Please call (703) 792-4540 or email relic2@pwcgov.org to register for
this free program.
To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in
RELIC, visit http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research?
You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
calling us at 703-792-4540.

or by

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Tue Oct 6 16:55:50 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Oct 6 16:55:57 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: free to good home for postage
In-Reply-To: <20090928160016.5D446D0169@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090928160016.5D446D0169@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE51@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Downeast Ancestry, (Maine), 9 issues, Vol, 14, no 1 (June-July 1990)Vol 15, no 6 (April-May 1992)
Wisconsin State Genealogical Society Newsletter, 17 issues, Vol 22, no 3
(January 1976)-Vol. 36 no 4 (April 1990)
The Essex Genealogist, 3 issues, August 1997, ay 1998, November 2000
A book, Notes about the Congregations in Kemi Lappmark, by And. Joh.
Sjoegren (Helsigfors), printed by J Simelius' widow (J Simelii Enka),
1828 - translated by Robert J Gustafson, 1986. [paperback, 8 1/2 by 11,
about 300 pages]
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From mcall at sympatico.ca Wed Oct 7 11:34:19 2009
From: mcall at sympatico.ca (mcall@sympatico.ca)
Date: Wed Oct 7 11:34:22 2009
Subject: [Genealib] software
Message-ID: <SNT119-W28AB613E4FAEA04D56C3ACDECD0@phx.gbl>
We have an extensive local history collection consisting largely of vertical files.
These files are indexed in a Word document. The document has now reached almost 300
pages. We've been told that Word is not meant for large files.

Can anyone recommend an alternant software that will allow us to expand the index?

Thanks
Mary Callaghan
Reference Services
City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library
Lindsay Ontario

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From genealogy at daddezio.com Wed Oct 7 12:07:16 2009
From: genealogy at daddezio.com (Illya D'Addezio)
Date: Wed Oct 7 12:08:01 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Additional Catalogs added to Live Roots
Message-ID: <94172908DA864E09A96E0E583B36DEF0@NJWK2ID>
In the past few weeks, the following publisher catalogs have been added to
the Live Roots system:
Picton Press
Broadfoot Publishing
Arphax Publishing
GoldBug Maps
[Loyalist, Paul] Bunnell Genealogy Books
Gorin Genealogical Publishing
Ericson Books
Boyd Publishing
Berlin Area Historical Society
In the process of preparing these catalogs for inclusion, geographic coding
was added, making the resources accessible via the Navigate feature on Live
Roots.
In addition, titles from the new British Newspapers (1800-1900) collection
of The British Library were added, along with the July and August updates
from the BYU Family History Archive project, and the latest releases from
the Genealogical Publishing Company (GPC).
I also recently added the individual titles included in Ancestry's U.S.
Obituary Collection, which were also geographically tagged. Many smaller
collections are added on a regular basis, as well as, a variety of links to
free resources.

If you have favorite publishers that whose catalog has not been included,
please send me the details (off-list) and I will explore the possibilty of
having them added.
Regards,
- illya
Illya J. D'Addezio, Owner
editor@genealogytoday.com
Genealogy Today LLC
New Providence, NJ 07974
Live Roots Genealogy Search
http://www.liveroots.com/
Live Roots on Facebook
http://apps.facebook.com/liveroots/
Genealogy Today (online since 1999)
http://www.genealogytoday.com/
Follow me on Twitter
http://twitter.com/illyadaddezio
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Wed Oct 7 13:21:06 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Wed Oct 7 13:21:09 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: software
In-Reply-To: <20091007160018.18E2AD024E@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20091007160018.18E2AD024E@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE58@rplexch1.rpl.org>
We had the same problem, and have used Excel for it's searching and
sifting capabilities. Just a thought.
Larry
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Wed Oct 7 13:30:57 2009
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed Oct 7 13:30:58 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: software
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE58@rplexch1.rpl.org>
References: <20091007160018.18E2AD024E@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE58@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <5FC55E4E-F646-45E0-BB77-573A19A2A331@yahoo.com>
Excel is good up to 64,000 lines (I believe; I could be wrong). But

very flexible, too.
For larger in-house finding aids, our people use MS Access. But I
always worry about databases being upgradable to the next version of
whatever ....
If you want to keep Word as your vehicle, you might think of dividing
the index into a couple separate documents (a pain, to be sure).
Claire Kluskens
NARA
On Oct 7, 2009, at 1:21 PM, Naukam, Larry wrote:
> We had the same problem, and have used Excel for it's searching and
> sifting capabilities. Just a thought.
>
> Larry
>
On Oct 7, 2009, at 11:34 AM, <mcall@sympatico.ca> wrote:
> We have an extensive local history collection consisting largely of
> vertical files. These files are indexed in a Word document. The
> document has now reached almost 300 pages. We've been told that
> Word is not meant for large files.
>
> Can anyone recommend an alternant software that will allow us to
> expand the index?
>
> Thanks
> Mary Callaghan
> Reference Services
> City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library
> Lindsay Ontario
From eaj46 at nycap.rr.com Wed Oct 7 13:45:30 2009
From: eaj46 at nycap.rr.com (Edward Jones)
Date: Wed Oct 7 13:45:42 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: software
In-Reply-To: <5FC55E4E-F646-45E0-BB77-573A19A2A331@yahoo.com>
References: <20091007160018.18E2AD024E@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE58@rplexch1.rpl.org>
<5FC55E4E-F646-45E0-BB77-573A19A2A331@yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <20091007174539416.WFUT12917@cdptpa-omta04.mail.rr.com>
At 01:30 PM 10/7/2009, you wrote:
>You can then convert each edited part to .pdf format and marry the
>resulting files together. The result can then be read/searched using
>the free Acrobat reader.
EAJones
>If you want to keep Word as your vehicle, you might think of dividing
>the index into a couple separate documents (a pain, to be sure).
>

>Claire Kluskens
From pmlofft at comcast.net Wed Oct 7 13:47:34 2009
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick%20M.%20Lofft)
Date: Wed Oct 7 13:47:37 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: software
In-Reply-To: <5FC55E4E-F646-45E0-BB77-573A19A2A331@yahoo.com>
Message-ID:
<2021088990.1126761254937654779.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.ne
t>
I would think that any 300 page document is a fairly large file and a big drain on
your system resources but maybe we can make it better depending on what the
document contains.
Of course the usual advice is to add more memory, I must agree you can never have
too much memory. (RAM)
Change the View in Word and View Settings
Use one or more of the following suggestions to optimize the view in Word and your
view settings:
Work in normal view instead of print layout view whenever possible. In print layout
view, Word takes longer to redraw the screen and repaginate the document. To change
to normal view, click Normal on the View menu.
Use Picture Placeholders * if your document contains extensive graphics. This
option displays a blank box in place of each graphic in your document. To select
the Picture Placeholders option, follow these steps:
On the Tools menu, click Options, and then click to select the View tab.
Click to select the Picture Placeholders check box.
Click OK to close the Options dialog box.
Use the Draft Font option to speed up screen display in documents with extensive
formatting and graphics. This option displays most character formatting as
underlined and bold, and graphics as empty boxes. This option is only available in
normal view. To select the Draft Font option, follow these steps:
On the View menu, click Normal.
On the Tools menu, click Options, and then click to select the View tab.
Click to select the Draft font check box.
Click OK to close the Options dialog box.
* If the document contains graphics you will want to turn of the display. Do this
by going to Tools, Options and the View Tab.
Under Show put a check mark in the box labeled Picture placeholders and click OK.
This will make Word display an empty box in place of each graphic in your document
which will increase the speed at which you can scroll through and display.
Short of breaking the document up into smaller files here are some other ways to

reduce file size:
Compress pictures ??Compressing pictures can discard extra information ? such as
cropped areas ? from the file, reduce image resolution, and where possible, make
the graphics file format more efficient.
Turn off fast saves ??Using fast saves to save a document requires more disk space
while your document is open than using a full save. You may be able to save disk
space by clearing the Allow fast saves option.
Embed only the TrueType font styles used in your document ??Embedding TrueType
fonts in a document increases its size. If you embed TrueType fonts, you may be
able to reduce document size by selecting the Embed characters in use only option.
This option embeds only the font styles used in your document. Also, if you used 32
or fewer characters of a font ? for example, a few symbols or a headline ?
Microsoft Word embeds only those characters.
Delete one or more versions of a document ??Creating multiple versions of a
document using the Versioning feature may increase file size. To check whether a
document contains other versions, click Versions on the File menu. If other
versions exist, you may be able to reduce the file size by deleting the oldest
versions.
Convert embedded objects into graphics ??Adding embedded objects to a document can
increase its size. If you don't need to update an embedded object contained in a
document, you may be able to reduce the file size of that document by converting
the embedded object to a graphic. After converting the object, you can edit it just
as you would edit any other Word graphic. After an embedded object is converted to
a graphic, it can't be changed back to an embedded object.
Link graphics instead of inserting them ??Use a linked object instead of
embedded object. With a linked object, you can easily update information
Word document when the information is changed in the source file. Linked
stored in the source file. The destination file stores only the location
source file but still displays the linked data.

an
in your
data is
of the

Good Luck.?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091007/8b9d19f4/
attachment.html
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Wed Oct 7 14:03:24 2009
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Wed Oct 7 14:03:32 2009
Subject: [Genealib] software
In-Reply-To: <SNT119-W28AB613E4FAEA04D56C3ACDECD0@phx.gbl>
References: <SNT119-W28AB613E4FAEA04D56C3ACDECD0@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <32c265400910071103v7a716f71j996b807add9cf701@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We have an extensive local history collection consisting largely of vertical
files.?These files are indexed in a Word document. The document has now
reached almost 300 pages. We've been told that Word is not meant for large
files.
Can anyone recommend an alternant software that will allow us to expand the
index?

Sounds like something which should be on your (or someone's) Web site,
so that everyone may benefit from it.

How that would be best handled is hard to say without seeing it, but I
would be glad to look it over if you want to send it to me off-list.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From josting at hcplibrary.org Wed Oct 7 14:40:22 2009
From: josting at hcplibrary.org (Jackie Osting)
Date: Wed Oct 7 14:41:22 2009
Subject: [Genealib] software
References: <SNT119-W28AB613E4FAEA04D56C3ACDECD0@phx.gbl>
<32c265400910071103v7a716f71j996b807add9cf701@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <7062151B8C985C4AA81890AD1516437601215C6F@hcpl-ex.hancockpub.lib.in.us>
That's right....take it digital Mr. Sullivan.....forget the document!
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Robert Sullivan
Sent: Wed 10/7/2009 2:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] software

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We have an extensive local history collection consisting largely of vertical
files. These files are indexed in a Word document. The document has now
reached almost 300 pages. We've been told that Word is not meant for large
files.
Can anyone recommend an alternant software that will allow us to expand the
index?

Sounds like something which should be on your (or someone's) Web site,
so that everyone may benefit from it.
How that would be best handled is hard to say without seeing it, but I
would be glad to look it over if you want to send it to me off-list.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4092 bytes
Desc: not available

Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091007/
d26f304a/attachment.bin
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Wed Oct 7 15:34:46 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Wed Oct 7 15:34:52 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home for postage
In-Reply-To: <20090928160016.5D446D0169@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090928160016.5D446D0169@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE5C@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Many things go within 10 to 20 minutes of appearing on this list. Recently, the
Downeast, the Finnish book translation of Kemi Lappmark, and some Wisconsin
Genealogical Society items were claimed and sent out.
Next up:
The Septs, Irish Genealogical Society Intl, 18 issues, Oct 1993-July 2001
L'Anc?tre, Bulletin de la Societ? de G?n?alogie de Qu?bec, 29 issues, Dec 1977-Dec
1981 mais pas compl?te, toutes en fran?ais, s'il vous pla?t
M?moires (de la Societ? de G?n?alogique Canadienne Fran?aise), 19 totales, num?ros
131-148 (J-F-M 1977 A A-M-J 1981) toutes en fran?ais, s'il vous pla?t
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us Wed Oct 7 15:44:50 2009
From: ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us (Cathy Cottone)
Date: Wed Oct 7 15:44:53 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home for postage
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE5C@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <1291866505.4033301254944689985.JavaMail.root@crono>

Lyon Township Public LIbraray would like

The Septs, Irish Genealogical Society Intl, 18 issues, Oct 1993- July 2001

Please advise
Cathy
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <Larry.Naukam@libraryweb.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, October 7, 2009 3:34:46 PM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home for postage

Many things go within 10 to 20 minutes of appearing on this list. Recently, the
Downeast, the Finnish book translation of Kemi Lappmark, and some Wisconsin
Genealogical Society items were claimed and sent out. Next up: The Septs, Irish
Genealogical Society Intl, 18 issues, Oct 1993-July 2001 L'Anc?tre, Bulletin de la
Societ? de G?n?alogie de Qu?bec, 29 issues, Dec 1977-Dec 1981 mais pas compl?te,
toutes en fran?ais, s'il vous pla?t M?moires (de la Societ? de G?n?alogique
Canadienne Fran?aise), 19 totales, num?ros 131-148 (J-F-M 1977 A A-M-J 1981) toutes
en fran?ais, s'il vous pla?t
** Confidentiality Notice ** This email message, including all the attachments, is
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contains confidential
information. Unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, you may not use, disclose, copy or disseminate this
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender
immediately by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message,
including attachments.
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
--

Cathy Cottone, Genealogist
Lyon Township Public Library
27005 S. Milford Road
South Lyon, Michigan 48178
248 437-8800 x104
www.lyon.lib.mi.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091007/
ed7bfe89/attachment.html
From ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us Wed Oct 7 15:45:19 2009
From: ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us (Cathy Cottone)
Date: Wed Oct 7 15:45:21 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home for postage
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE5C@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <1315765778.4033351254944719431.JavaMail.root@crono>

We would also like the following:

L'Anc?tre, Bulletin de la Societ? de G?n?alogie de Qu?bec, 29 issues, Dec 1977- Dec
1981 mais pas compl?te, toutes en fran?ais, s'il vous pla?t
M?moires (de la Societ? de G?n?alogique Canadienne Fran?aise), 19 totales, num?ros
131-148 (J-F-M 1977 A A-M-J 1981) toutes en fran?ais, s'il vous pla?t

----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <Larry.Naukam@libraryweb.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, October 7, 2009 3:34:46 PM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home for postage
Many things go within 10 to 20 minutes of appearing on this list. Recently, the
Downeast, the Finnish book translation of Kemi Lappmark, and some Wisconsin
Genealogical Society items were claimed and sent out. Next up: The Septs, Irish
Genealogical Society Intl, 18 issues, Oct 1993-July 2001 L'Anc?tre, Bulletin de la
Societ? de G?n?alogie de Qu?bec, 29 issues, Dec 1977-Dec 1981 mais pas compl?te,
toutes en fran?ais, s'il vous pla?t M?moires (de la Societ? de G?n?alogique
Canadienne Fran?aise), 19 totales, num?ros 131-148 (J-F-M 1977 A A-M-J 1981) toutes
en fran?ais, s'il vous pla?t
** Confidentiality Notice ** This email message, including all the attachments, is
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contains confidential
information. Unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, you may not use, disclose, copy or disseminate this
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender
immediately by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message,
including attachments.
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
--

Cathy Cottone, Genealogist
Lyon Township Public Library
27005 S. Milford Road
South Lyon, Michigan 48178
248 437-8800 x104
www.lyon.lib.mi.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091007/28030878/
attachment.html
From agometz at rhus.com Wed Oct 7 20:32:34 2009
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Wed Oct 7 20:32:32 2009
Subject: [Genealib] re huge World file
Message-ID: <4ACD3322.3080103@rhus.com>
If you're using this huge file just on one or two pc's, you could
install OpenOffice and save the file in that text format. The files
I've converted use a lot less memory. Ultimately, however, I agree that
this sounds like an online database, however you chose to do that.
Anne Gometz
Required disclaimer: Employee of Gaston County, NC Public Library, but

does post does not reflect library policy or opinion.
From SKirby at environcorp.com Wed Oct 7 21:00:05 2009
From: SKirby at environcorp.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed Oct 7 21:00:10 2009
Subject: [Genealib] software
Message-ID:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAA01DC7D93@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>
If you don't want to go the route of a library software package (there
are some free/cheap options), I would suggest general database software
would be your best bet.
Excel works better than Word, but even it slows down significantly with
about 5000 items (depending on your PC). Still, it might provide a good
transition between Word and whatever you eventually wind up with. If
your Word document is in tables, it may transfer to Excel with very
little work. (The biggest problem can be paragraph breaks inside a
"cell" - but these are easily removed.) From there, most database
applications can take either a direct Excel document or one made from
Excel using a Save As operation.
MS Access can handle your load, but if you don't already have it, you
might want to give OpenOffice's Base a try (http://www.openoffice.org/)
- it is free. MySQL is also free.
Or, if you're o.k. with having your database hosted on a webserver
(so-called cloud applications), Zoho's Creator.
Some database software will require more expertise to get up and running
than others, so you'll have to evaluate carefully.
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby, MLIS | Research Associate
ENVIRON International Corporation | www.environcorp.com
<http://www.environcorp.com/>
| 8725 W. Higgins Road, Suite 725 |
Chicago, Illinois 60631
V: 773-272-3521 | F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or otherwise
protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive use of the
Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the addressee,
you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please
contact the sender by electronic reply to email@environcorp.com and immediately
delete all copies of the message.
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Thu Oct 8 10:39:51 2009
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu Oct 8 10:40:08 2009
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] Replying to offers of materials
Message-ID: <5e931bb30910080739t4d391c46jd864e0a499d8f509@mail.gmail.com>
A reminder that responses to offers of materials should go directly to the
person offering the material, and not to the list.
When responding to anything on the list, please check carefully to see where
your response is going before you send it.

Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091008/
c495864a/attachment.html
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Thu Oct 8 12:25:45 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Thu Oct 8 12:25:49 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: apologies
In-Reply-To: <20091008160014.A7E34D02B9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20091008160014.A7E34D02B9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE69@rplexch1.rpl.org>
My recent attempt at putting things in French characters obviously
backfired. Looked great leaving here, looks trashy when it appeared on
the list....
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Thu Oct 8 12:33:48 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Thu Oct 8 12:33:51 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: issues claimed
In-Reply-To: <20091008160014.A7E34D02B9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20091008160014.A7E34D02B9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE6B@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Ancetres, Memoires, and Septs have all been claimed.
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Oct 8 14:33:22 2009
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu Oct 8 14:33:35 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Missing page in Alabama Records book
Message-ID: <4ACDEA22.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Greetings, Genealibbers:
We have a copy of Vol. 215 of Alabama Records, Marengo Co. with index pages 101109. Page 104 is missing. The last name on p. 103 is Reason D. Gray. Would anyone
have a similar copy with p. 104 to fax to me? Thanks loads!

Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian

Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"If you cannot hide the family skeletons, you might as well make them dance."
~George Bernard Shaw
From dspindle at okhistory.org Thu Oct 8 14:44:12 2009
From: dspindle at okhistory.org (Debra Osborne Spindle)
Date: Thu Oct 8 14:42:48 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Selling material
Message-ID: <1cfd513216894c274b75d03346b69b79.squirrel@webmail.okhistory.org>
Here to pick the collective brain of all you capable folks.
Do any of your organizations sell items on eBay or at auction or some
other similar method?
You can reply on or off the list. I've been asked to collect info on
organizations who use these procedures. I'm not referring to a booksale,
which we hold each year, but to the selling of some items that are not
appropriate for that type of venue.
When I worked for the public library system, the Friends organization
received the library's withdrawals and donations. Friends has a huge
booksale each year, with "special" items in collector's corner.
And, while I'm here, is there a way to search the entire archives for this
list? I found the monthly lists but I was hoping to be able to search all
the postings at once. :-)
Thank you in advance for your help-Debra
Debra Osborne Spindle, PhD, MLIS
Reference Librarian
Oklahoma Historical Society
Research Division
2401 N. Laird
Oklahoma City, OK 73132
405.522.5239
www.okhistory.org
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Oct 8 14:51:08 2009
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu Oct 8 14:51:28 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Alabama Records page found!
Message-ID: <4ACDEE4C.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
A listmember has the page I need and is sending it to me.
Thanks!

Nancy
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Oct 8 16:28:51 2009
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu Oct 8 16:28:53 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Reliquary's 30th issue has been posted.
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2704ACEC66@sudley1.pwc.ad>
Reliquary's thirtieth issue has been posted.
You are invited to view and download the latest edition of Prince
William Reliquary, a quarterly genealogical and historical magazine for
Prince William County, Virginia. To view it requires version 7.0 of
Adobe Acrobat, available as a free download.

http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/reliquary.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/reliquary.htm>
Contents of the April 2009 issue include:
*
The Hammill Hotel or the Alton Hotel? Mistaken identities in
Occoquan, by Linda Hammill Matthews. Tracing the histories of two local
landmarks.
*
Prince William County Natives Enrolled in the U.S. Colored
Troops, 1863-1865, by Tish Como. Identifies 54 recruits who originated
in this county.
*
Dumfries District Court Land Causes (con.), by William
Balderson. More of the case of LOVE vs. EWELL. Includes a deposition of
Charles EWELL (1802) and a lost deed from Landon and Charles CARTER to
Charles LOVE (1771).
*
More PWC Deeds of Emancipation, by Beverly Veness. Four deeds
from from 1845. Surnames PEACHY, PINCKARD, SANDERS, TAYLOR, TOWLES.
*
Another Lost Will Found: John Lattimore's Last Will and
Testiment, by Beverly Veness and Don Wilson. This will (1761) and a
related chancery suit mentions surnames CUMMINGS, FERNSLEY, KITE,
MILLARD (or MILLER), MORLESS, PRITCHETT, and ROBINSON (or ROBERTSON).
You may use Control+F to search the text for keywords of interest to
you. Backfiles can be searched on Google using keyword(s) plus
'Reliquary.' Name indexes to volumes 1 through 6 are now posted online,
as well as a topical guide to the first 28 issues.

We invite your comments and submissions.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC)
for Genealogy and Local History
Bull Run Regional Library

8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, Virginia 20109
(703) 792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/
<http://mydesktop/adminapps/enotifications/www.pwcgov.org/library/>
relic
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From daysa at oplin.org Fri Oct 9 16:23:32 2009
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 9 16:25:21 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Two books up for grabs for postage
Message-ID: <C62FB99CB2DD44EC8FE5CFB916CE45D9@Ohio>
Hi
The following two books are up for grabs for postage. First one to reply gets
either or both.
Please remember to reply to me offline at:
daysa@oplin.org
Licking Co OH Marriages 1808-1875 soft cover
Fremont Co IA Cemetery records hard cover
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091009/
b07d0e08/attachment.html
From lmarkel at ala.org Fri Oct 9 12:55:29 2009
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Sat Oct 10 10:30:13 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RUSA Online Courses: Acquire reference and genealogy
skills this fall!
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8013C5128@BE144.mail.lan>
In addition to RUSA's Readers' Advisory 101 course, which begins in a
few weeks, RUSA is also offering two of our other popular courses:

The Reference Interview, Nov. 2 - Dec. 18 This popular introductory

course provides a comprehensive overview focused on the methods of
evaluating reference service, behavioral aspects of reference service
and the different types of questions that can be used to help patrons
identify what they need. It's a perfect professional development
opportunity for support staff, library technicians, newly hired
reference librarians and those librarians who want to brush up on their
interview skills.

Genealogy 101, Nov. 9-Dec. 23 This online course is designed to provide
librarians and library staff with confidence and skill in assisting
family history researchers. This five week course is aimed at
librarians, students and general reference desk staff with little or no
experience in genealogy.

These classes are a perfect way to help you expand your skill set,
increase performance at your current job, or successfully land a new
position!
All the details are available at the RUSA blog:
http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2009/10/09/fall09-rusa-refint-geneal/

Group discounts are available for two or more registrants from the same
library or library system-contact us directly at lmarkel@ala.org for
more information.

Does the Readers' Advisory course appeal to you instead? More info here:
http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2009/09/24/ra101-fall09announce/

Please forward this message to anyone you know who may be interested in
these exciting learning opportunities.

Sincerely,
Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing Specialist
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
60611

800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel@ala.org
Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/ascla

www.ala.org/rusa

&

Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From daysa at oplin.org Mon Oct 12 10:31:11 2009
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Oct 12 10:33:04 2009
Subject: [Genealib] books up for grabs
Message-ID: <B1867FDF01E24CD7B7C53891AB0646BC@Ohio>
Hi
Have found homes for both books. Thanks to all who requested them.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091012/8ca2ea10/
attachment.html
From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Mon Oct 12 20:22:50 2009
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Mon Oct 12 20:22:54 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions for Surname Search in Newspaper Databases
Message-ID: <001301ca4b9b$4d6fff40$e84ffdc0$@com>
I have a patron (actually a library trustee) who has a problem searching a
surname in newspaper databases and would like to know if anyone knows a way
she can search the surname May.
Apparently, in an effort to keep the databases from returning all of the
newspapers from the month of May, the word (thus the surname) May is on the
list of words not searched in the database.
She has tried quotes around the entire name(s): "Leonard May" "Samuel May"
"Silas May" but only gets hits for Leonard, Samuel and Silas without May.
The database she is using (NewspaperArchive) is not part of our database
subscriptions, so I'm not too familiar with the searching techniques of that
service.
Any suggestions/advice would be greatly appreciated.

Victor

--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808

Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: <mailto:vjones@cpclib.org> vtjones@nbccpl.org or
<mailto:kellenbergerroom@gmail.com> kellenbergerroom@gmail.com
Web:

<http://newbern.cpclib.org/> http://newbern.cpclib.org

Opinions expressed in this communication are mine and do not necessarily
represent the opinions of the library.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html
From DBloom at MyRCPL.com Mon Oct 12 20:42:44 2009
From: DBloom at MyRCPL.com (Bloom, Debra)
Date: Mon Oct 12 20:42:50 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions for Surname Search in Newspaper Databases
In-Reply-To: <001301ca4b9b$4d6fff40$e84ffdc0$@com>
References: <001301ca4b9b$4d6fff40$e84ffdc0$@com>
Message-ID: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B4C322C8ABA@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
If the database handles Boolean she should try:
Debra Bloom
Local History Room Manager
Richland County Public Library
2001 Library of the Year

silas adj2 may or silas near2 may.

1431 Assembly St., Box 54, Columbia, SC 29201-3101
(803) 929-3471; Fax: (803) 929-3439
E-mail: dbloom@<mailto:dbloom@>myrcpl.com
Visit us online at <http://www.myrcpl.com>!

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kellenberger Room
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2009 8:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: 'Victor T. Jones, Jr.'
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions for Surname Search in Newspaper Databases
I have a patron (actually a library trustee) who has a problem searching a surname
in newspaper databases and would like to know if anyone knows a way she can search
the surname May.
Apparently, in an effort to keep the databases from returning all of the newspapers
from the month of May, the word (thus the surname) May is on the list of words not
searched in the database.
She has tried quotes around the entire name(s): "Leonard May" "Samuel May" "Silas
May" but only gets hits for Leonard, Samuel and Silas without May.
The database she is using (NewspaperArchive) is not part of our database
subscriptions, so I'm not too familiar with the searching techniques of that
service.
Any suggestions/advice would be greatly appreciated.
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones@nbccpl.org<mailto:vjones@cpclib.org> or
kellenbergerroom@gmail.com<mailto:kellenbergerroom@gmail.com>
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org<http://newbern.cpclib.org/>
Opinions expressed in this communication are mine and do not necessarily represent
the opinions of the library.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091012/
da7bea2a/attachment.html
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Tue Oct 13 12:28:18 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Oct 13 12:28:22 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: search engine help
In-Reply-To: <20091013160017.91993D0197@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20091013160017.91993D0197@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EE8A@rplexch1.rpl.org>
The patron might want to try reading Dan Lynch's Google your Family

Tree, as well.
http://www.googleyourfamilytree.com/
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From mcarroll at pobox.com Wed Oct 14 01:12:45 2009
From: mcarroll at pobox.com (Michael Carroll)
Date: Wed Oct 14 01:11:22 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions for Surname Search in Newspaper
Message-ID: <1DACFFBE55D240ECB7E3570DF83B68E2@gatewaydesktop>
NewspaperArchive.com has an advanced search page. This can be accessed without a
subscription.
That page has an "exact phrase" field. Putting "leonard may" (without quotes) in
that field seems to retrieve only articles containing the phrase "leonard may".
This doesn't mean there isn't a problem. The search returns 5 million results, such
as "Leonard may be showing signs of...". The problem is that the newspaper text has
been OCR'd but not parsed grammatically, so the search retrieves (mostly) cases in
which "may" is not a surname.
I don't know of a solution for this, given the current state of the art. The
problem also arises with e.g. GenealogyBank's newspaper collection.
Mike Carroll
Oro Valley, AZ
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Oct 15 13:07:03 2009
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Oct 15 13:07:08 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144B8@mail.irclibrary.org>
We have a wonderful lady here that does a lot of indexing. Recently, she
gave us two extra copies of her Index to the History of Androscoggin
County, Maine by George Drew Merrill, 1891. First two to reply, I will
be happy to mail you a copy.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department

Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091015/
d9f68a79/attachment.html
From genlib at srlsys.org Thu Oct 15 14:41:24 2009
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy)
Date: Thu Oct 15 14:41:29 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index
In-Reply-To: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144B8@mail.irclibrary.org>
References: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144B8@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <146976D5DCAE4E30AFAE768132BF8774@geneologycirc>
Could we have one.

Thanks,

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department
Satilla Regional Library
200 S. Madison Ave., Suite D
Douglas, Georgia 31533
912-384-4667
912-389-4365 Fax

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 1:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

We have a wonderful lady here that does a lot of indexing. Recently, she
gave us two extra copies of her Index to the History of Androscoggin County,
Maine by George Drew Merrill, 1891. First two to reply, I will be happy to
mail you a copy.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org> pcooper@irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Oct 15 14:47:28 2009
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Oct 15 14:47:29 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index
References: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144B8@mail.irclibrary.org>
<146976D5DCAE4E30AFAE768132BF8774@geneologycirc>
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144CA@mail.irclibrary.org>
You got it. I will mail it to you tomorrow.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 2:41 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

Could we have one.

Thanks,

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department
Satilla Regional Library
200 S. Madison Ave., Suite D
Douglas, Georgia 31533
912-384-4667

912-389-4365 Fax

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 1:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

We have a wonderful lady here that does a lot of indexing. Recently, she
gave us two extra copies of her Index to the History of Androscoggin
County, Maine by George Drew Merrill, 1891. First two to reply, I will
be happy to mail you a copy.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091015/
fb3d92a5/attachment.html
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Oct 15 14:47:52 2009
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Oct 15 14:47:54 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

References: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144B8@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144CB@mail.irclibrary.org>
Both of have been taken.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 1:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

We have a wonderful lady here that does a lot of indexing. Recently, she
gave us two extra copies of her Index to the History of Androscoggin
County, Maine by George Drew Merrill, 1891. First two to reply, I will
be happy to mail you a copy.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library

1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From genlib at srlsys.org Thu Oct 15 14:50:14 2009
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy)
Date: Thu Oct 15 14:50:18 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index
In-Reply-To: <146976D5DCAE4E30AFAE768132BF8774@geneologycirc>
References: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144B8@mail.irclibrary.org>
<146976D5DCAE4E30AFAE768132BF8774@geneologycirc>
Message-ID: <CF47CB3BEFF2411DBF9566AB348A267F@geneologycirc>

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 2:41 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

Could we have one.

Thanks,

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department

Satilla Regional Library
200 S. Madison Ave., Suite D
Douglas, Georgia 31533
912-384-4667
912-389-4365 Fax

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 1:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

We have a wonderful lady here that does a lot of indexing. Recently, she
gave us two extra copies of her Index to the History of Androscoggin County,
Maine by George Drew Merrill, 1891. First two to reply, I will be happy to
mail you a copy.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org> pcooper@irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091015/649781a6/
attachment.html
From genlib at srlsys.org Thu Oct 15 15:43:26 2009
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy)
Date: Thu Oct 15 15:43:30 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index
In-Reply-To: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144CA@mail.irclibrary.org>
References:
<E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144B8@mail.irclibrary.org><146976D5DCAE4E30AFAE76
8132BF8774@geneologycirc>
<E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144CA@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <3FCFB7917FC1416798F3CCD8C2FC614A@geneologycirc>
Thank you

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 2:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

You got it. I will mail it to you tomorrow.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org> pcooper@irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 2:41 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

Could we have one.

Thanks,

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department
Satilla Regional Library
200 S. Madison Ave., Suite D
Douglas, Georgia 31533
912-384-4667
912-389-4365 Fax

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 1:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

We have a wonderful lady here that does a lot of indexing. Recently, she
gave us two extra copies of her Index to the History of Androscoggin County,
Maine by George Drew Merrill, 1891. First two to reply, I will be happy to
mail you a copy.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor

Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org> pcooper@irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091015/98bd8a0b/
attachment.html
From genlib at srlsys.org Thu Oct 15 16:38:50 2009
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy)
Date: Thu Oct 15 16:39:00 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index
In-Reply-To: <3FCFB7917FC1416798F3CCD8C2FC614A@geneologycirc>
References:
<E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144B8@mail.irclibrary.org><146976D5DCAE4E30AFAE76
8132BF8774@geneologycirc><E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83144CA@mail.irclibrary.or
g>
<3FCFB7917FC1416798F3CCD8C2FC614A@geneologycirc>
Message-ID: <15952CB3263C42A4B146BF93C0AEAEA4@geneologycirc>

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 3:43 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

Thank you

_____

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 2:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

You got it. I will mail it to you tomorrow.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org> pcooper@irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 2:41 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

Could we have one.

Thanks,

Lydia Lott

Genealogy Department
Satilla Regional Library
200 S. Madison Ave., Suite D
Douglas, Georgia 31533
912-384-4667
912-389-4365 Fax

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 1:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Androscoggin county Maine Index

We have a wonderful lady here that does a lot of indexing. Recently, she
gave us two extra copies of her Index to the History of Androscoggin County,
Maine by George Drew Merrill, 1891. First two to reply, I will be happy to
mail you a copy.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org> pcooper@irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091015/49278a14/
attachment.html
From cribbswh at gmail.com Thu Oct 15 17:24:58 2009
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh@gmail.com)
Date: Thu Oct 15 17:25:02 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Obituaries added to GenealogyBuff.com
Message-ID: <4058421b0910151424m80410e0y9181e31665aa622f@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
A ton of obituaries and other data has been added to GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com in the past two weeks.
Here's a
breakdown:
LA - Washington Parish - Miscellaneous Obituaries
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
LA - Bienville Parish - Miscellanous Obituaries
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
IN - Vanderburgh County - Miscellaneous Obituaries
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
IN - Kosciusko County - Warsaw High School Yearbook - 1925
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
CANADA - Miscellaneous New Brunswick, Canada Obits
http://www.genealogybuff.com/canada-bbs/webbbs_config.pl
OR - Lane County - Miscellaneous Obituaries
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
OR - Jackson County - Miscellaneous Obituaries
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
NE - Lancaster County - Miscellaneous Funerals from Metcalf Funeral Services
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
NE - Kimball County - Miscellaneous Obituaries
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
CO - Chaffee County - Miscellaneous Obituaries
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ucd/webbbs_config.pl
Hope this helps.
Bill
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Fri Oct 16 09:39:35 2009
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Fri Oct 16 09:39:45 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Books on European Royal and Noble Genealogy - at
discount rates for libraries
Message-ID: <7E8DB077913944B69390B2D3573511A7@EndUserPC>
EUROPEAN ROYAL AND NOBLE GENEALOGY IN FULL DETAIL - An essential for genealogical
researchers.

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of books, published in England, provide a full royal genealogy laid out
in inter-connecting royal family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. They cover
the reigning monarchies of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former
monarchies of Europe. They include the British Royal House, now the House of
Windsor, descended from Queen Victoria, and the British dynasties of Hanover and
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg, Bonaparte and
Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of Scandinavia,
the Benelux, Iberia, Italy and the Balkans. In all cases the full descent is
shown, extending to noble and commoner families, including in the U.S.A.
They are essential tools for Genealogists, particularly in researching their
European ancestry.
The recent strengthening of the U.S. Dollar against the British Pound means that
the books in the following series can be purchased for up to 18% cheaper than a
year ago. Enquiries can be sent to royalhouses@uwclub.net and the books inspected
on the web at http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk. See below for discounted
price list for Libraries and order arrangements.
Books in the series:
GREAT BRITAIN Volume 1: The Family of H.M. Queen Victoria.
GREAT BRITAIN Volume 2: The Families of the British Consorts.
GREAT BRITAIN Volume 3: The Descendants of King George III
Clarence family.

including the Fitz-

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 4: The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. (2
volumes)
GREAT BRITAIN Volume 5: The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover
connection.
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA
The BENELUX MONARCHIES:

The Netherlands

The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES:

Denmark

Sweden

Belgium

Luxembourg

Norway

The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania,
Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA (2 volumes).

The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA

Details of each can be found below.

Published in England.

Retail prices are PER VOLUME GBP38.00 (US$62) + air mail GBP5 US$8) = US$ 70.00

However: We offer this special deal for libraries in the United States:

Price List (including air mailing at over US$8.16 per volume, and packaging), for
electronic payment (ask us for account details) or by cheque (made payable to
P.Arnold):
For other arrangements: Please e-mail us.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTED PRICES FOR LIBRARIES - The more you buy, the greater the
discount.

Quantity

1

Price US$

65.26

2

126.44

3

183.54

4

236.56

5

285.50

6

330.37

7

371.16

8

411.95

9

452.74

10

493.53

11

534.32

12

575.11

13

615.90

14

656.69

15

697.48

16

738.27

17

779.06

18

819.85

Orders should be sent to:

PATRICIA ARNOLD Publisher
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent

ME19 5AD

England.

Tel & Fax: +44 (0)1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses@uwclub.net

Details on all 18 books as follows:

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 1

The Family Tree of H.M. Queen Victoria

Queen Victoria, the British Monarch who dominated the nineteenth century, has left
an ever expanding family of descendants, including most continental royal families,
now numbering more than 1350 including spouses, and stretching to eight
generations. This Master Volume extends to 213 pages. 4th Edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 978-0-9555094-3-8

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 2

The Families of the British Consorts.

This volume records the family trees of the consorts of the British Sovereigns of
the twentieth century and their heirs, Spencer, Greece, Bowes-Lyon, Teck and
Denmark, all being common ancestors of the eventual heir to the throne, Prince
William of Wales. A new section now covers the family of the new consort, Camilla,
Duchess of Cornwall. The book traces a wide range of European Royal, and British
noble and commoner families. 213 pages. 4th edition.
?P. Arnold, 2006 ISBN 0-9551167-7-5

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 3
FitzClarence family

The Descendants of King George III - including the

This volume covers the Descendants of King George III, excluding those covered in
Volume 1, through nine generations. The volume has an additional large section on
the descendants of the King's third son, William Duke of Clarence, who had a family
of ten children with the actress Dorothy Bland, the famous "Mrs. Jordan", before
becoming King William IV. On both sides of the blanket, these families are
predominantly British, extending through the peerage and beyond. 158 pages. 2nd
edition.
?P. Arnold, 2008

ISBN 978-0-9560158-0-8

GREAT BRITAIN Volumes 4A and 4B
Lines, - 2 VOLUMES

The Descendants of King George II - the Collateral

This volume covers the lines descended from King George II and his son Frederick,
Prince of Wales, excluding those covered by earlier volumes. It covers a multitude
of European Royal Houses - the earlier generations of Denmark, Sweden and Prussia,
the full lines of the Houses of the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and Bulgaria,
and a multiplicity of Habsburg, Bourbon, Romanov, and lesser German and Austrian
princes and nobles. 487 pages. 2nd edition.two volumes.
? P. Arnold, 2008
9555094-9-0

Vol: 4A: ISBN 978-0-9555094-8-3

Vol: 4B: ISBN 978-0-

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 5 The Descendants of King George I - the Collateral Lines,
and the Stuart - Hanover Connection.
This volume covers the lines descended from King George I, excluding those covered
by earlier volumes. It covers a multitude of European Royal Houses - the earlier
generations of Prussia Russia, Brunswick and W?rttemberg, the full lines of
Orleans-Bourbon of France and Radziwill of Poland, and many Russian, Polish,
Austrian, German and Italian Houses.. A section details the Stuart - Hanover
connection, illustrating the succession from Queen Anne to George I. 212 pages. 2nd
edition.
?P. Arnold, 2009 ISBN 978-0-9560158-5-3

SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA

The Descendants of Duke Franz, through ten generations.

The most prolific family of the Saxon duchies ruled the Coburg and Gotha Duchies
until 1918. It sent its princes to take forward the British and Portuguese Royal
Houses, and to establish monarchies in Belgium and Bulgaria. Its own succession
passed through the British Royal family in the final decade of the nineteenth
century. Its descendants include the last Habsburg Emperor, and the Pretender to
the Bourbon throne of France, and a host of European royal and noble families. This
volume details the complex inter-relations, descended from the patriarch Duke
Franz, whose son relinquished the Saalfeld Duchy to gain Gotha in 1826. Extending
to 264 pages, the book is cross referenced within itself and to the British master
volume. 3rd edition.

?P. Arnold, 2006 ISBN 0-9551167-1-1

THE BENELUX MONARCHIES

The Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg.

These three reigning monarchies are covered by this volume, which traces the House
of Orange-Nassau from Willem IV, Prince of Orange, born 1711, to the present day
Queen of the Netherlands. It also covers Belgium, from King Leopold I, whose SaxeCoburg ancestry is traced in the respective volume, to the current King Albert II.
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg is covered from the first independent Grand Duke,
Adolphus, whose Nassau-Weilburg ancestry is traced in the Netherlands section of
this volume, to the current sovereign, Grand Duke Henri. 346 pages. 2nd edition.
?P. Arnold, 2006 ISBN 0-9551167-6-7

THE SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES

Denmark, Sweden and Norway.

These three reigning monarchies are covered by this volume, which traces the Danish
House of Holstein-Gl?cksburg from Christian IX to the present day Queen of Denmark.
It also covers the Swedish House of Bernadotte since its inception, and the Kingdom
of Norway from its re-establishment in 1905. The Swedish Vasa dynasty from King
Adolphus Frederik, and the earlier Danish Kings from King Frederik V, are traced
through to the present day. Included are the two Schleswig-Holstein Duchies, and
the related houses of Great Britain, Russia and Prussia, and most of the German
protestant houses. 228 pages. 2nd edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 0-9551167-9-1

THE BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,
Montenegro, Albania,
Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma, Modena.
The six former monarchies of the Balkans, Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia/Serbia, Montenegro and Albania are covered. The first three from the
establishment of their new dynasties, and the latter three from their indigenous
establishment as Kingdoms. The monarchy of unified Italy is covered from its
establishment, together with its five predecessor monarchies - Sardinia, Two
Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena, which are now included in full. The complex
inter-weaving of these Houses is shown in the finest detail. 272 pages. 2nd
edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 978-0-9555094-4-5

The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA

The Descendants of Catherine the Great

The entire Romanov dynasty to the current day is covered in this volume, together
with its morganatic lines, including Belevsky, Yourievsky, Paley and Torby, and the
Russian Oldenburg and Leuchtenberg families, and many other related European Royal
Houses and Russian noble families. 203 pages. 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 0-9551167-8-3

The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA
VOLUMES

The Descendants of Friedrich Wilhelm I

-

2

Covering up to fourteen generations from 1688, these volumes covers the Prussian
Kings and German Emperors and all descendants to the present day, who include all
the current European Monarchs. The vast set of Family Trees extends over two
volumes 549 pages. 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007
2-1

Vol.1:

ISBN 978-0-9555094-1-4

The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
Franz, Duke of Lorraine

Vol. 2:

ISBN 978-0-9555094-

The Descendants of Maria Theresa and

The entire Habsburg-Lorraine dynasty to the current day is covered in this volume,
including its Teschen, Hungarian Palatinate, and Este lines, together with its
morganatic lines of Hohenberg, Meran and Altenburg. The Tuscan Line is to be found
in the Balkan & Italian Monarchies volume, which is the companion of this volume.
Many other European royal houses are included, notably the Bavarian and Saxon
Kingdoms, and a wide range of Austrian, Hungarian, Bohemian and other Central
European noble houses. 296 pages. 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 978-0-9555094-5-2

The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN

The Descendants of King Carlos III

A full genealogy of the reigning Borb?n Dynasty of Spain is shown from King Carlos
III to the present day. The rival Carlist line is shown in full detail. The earlier
generations of the off-shoot line of the Two Sicilies is also shown. The full
genealogies of the cadet Spanish Borb?n lines are also included, together will many
Spanish noble and commoner families. 172 pages. 1st edition.
?P. Arnold 2009

ISBN 978-0-9560158-2-2

The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE

The Descendants of King Louis XIII

A full genealogy of the Orleanist branch is shown from King Louis Philippe to the
present day. The entire Bourbon dynasty is shown from Louis XIII, to the last
French Legitimist heir Henri, Count of Chambord, and to the current Legitimist
heir, the Duke of Anjou. The Spanish, Two Sicilies and Parma branches can be found
in the respective volumes. Links to other European Royal Houses are clearly traced.
173 pages, 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2008 ISBN 978-0-9555094-6-9

The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE The Descendants of Carlo Bonaparte, father of the
Emperor Napoleon, and the Beauharnais descendants of the Empress Josephine.

The Descendants of Carlo Bonaparte, father of the Emperor Napoleon, and the
Beauharnais descendants of the Empress Josephine, down to the present day. This
includes many noble families of France and Italy, and amongst the Beauharnais
descendants, many of the reigning houses of Europe. It includes a number of United
States and British descendants. 243 pages, 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2008 ISBN 978-0-9560158-1-5

The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL The Descendants of King Jo?o V
Portugal, and the Brazilian Orleans e Bragan?a dynasty.

of

A full genealogy of the Bragan?a Dynasty of Portugal from King Jo?o V to the
present day Duke of Bragan?a, including the Dukedom of Loul? and a wide range of
Portuguese noble and commoner families. The rival Miguelist line is shown in full
detail. The full genealogy of Brazil is shown from Emperor Pedro I, down to the
present-day Orleans e Bragan?a dynasty, with its rival Petr?polis and Vassouras
Lines. 234 pages.
?P. Arnold 2009 ISBN 978-0-9560158-3-9
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091016/34403e15/
attachment-0001.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Oct 16 14:37:15 2009
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Oct 16 14:37:15 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Southern Presbyterian Records
Message-ID: <4AD8BD5B.6030209@arlsmail.org>
The Special Collections and Archives department of Campbell Library at
Columbia Theological Seminary is pleased to announce the launch of a new
archives online catalog providing public access to records of archival
holdings relating to Southern Presbyterian history. In 2007 the
seminary received records of over 800 congregations, 500 individuals and
80 presbyteries which were formerly located at the Presbyterian
Historical Society in Montreat, NC. The collections include primarily
materials from the Southern Stream of the Presbyterian Church (USA) and
its predecessor bodies. The Southern Stream is identified as Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, West
Virginia, and Virginia.
An introductory page containing explanations of what is included in the
archives catalog is available at this address
http://www.ctsnet.edu/Library/ArchivesOnlineCatalog.aspx and provides a
direct link to the search page. At present the archives online catalog
contains records for about half of the materials transferred from
Montreat and additional records are being added regularly. Legacy
finding aids are attached to the catalog records when available. Books
and periodicals are not included, but can be searched through the
library's online catalog at http://web2.ctsnet.edu/.
For additional information please contact archivist Chris Paton at
(404)687-4638 or archives@ctsnet.edu
<http://mail.arlsmail.org/src/compose.php?send_to=archives@ctsnet.edu>.

Yours,
Chris
Chris Paton, C.A.
Archivist
C. Benton Kline, Jr. Special Collections and Archives
John Bulow Campbell Library
Columbia Theological Seminary
PO Box 520/701 S. Columbia Dr.
Decatur, GA
phone:

30031

404-687-4628

FAX: 404-687-4687
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Fri Oct 16 15:05:10 2009
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Fri Oct 16 15:05:15 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Class exercise
Message-ID: <20091016190513.B3F472FC11D@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
We have a group of adults (approximately 25 of them), non-genealogists, who
are coming to the library for a "hands-on" look at what a genealogical
library is like. They would like to break up into groups of 3 or 4 and do a

fun exercise, 45 minutes long, to get the "feel" of the experience.
Any quick suggestions for a lesson?

Dusty Gres
Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091016/18bfafd7/
attachment.html
From celia_tomlin at msn.com Fri Oct 16 16:33:44 2009
From: celia_tomlin at msn.com (Celia K Tomlin)
Date: Fri Oct 16 16:33:47 2009
Subject: FW: [Genealib] Class exercise
In-Reply-To: <20091016190513.B3F472FC11D@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
References: <20091016190513.B3F472FC11D@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
Message-ID: <BLU112-W8C33D010C639B292FCF30E5C40@phx.gbl>
Forgot to reply ALL.

From: celia_tomlin@msn.com
To: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Class exercise
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 2009 13:32:53 -0700

Dusty,
A short writing experience might work for one. If you have a number of men
present, ask the to describe their first/favorite car. Just a few lines and they
should have a taste of what could be left behind. If there are more women ask them
about their mother or some other combination of topics.
A more strickly genealogical approach depending on your library and their knowledge
of their parents and grandparents, have them fill out a short tree with names,
dates, places they can remember. Then pick two names, one with the most

information and one with the least.
try find a source of place or name.

Using your library catalog or online abilities

Have fun,
Celia in Seattle

From: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 2009 15:05:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Class exercise

We have a group of adults (approximately 25 of them), non-genealogists, who are
coming to the library for a ?hands-on? look at what a genealogical library is like.
They would like to break up into groups of 3 or 4 and do a fun exercise, 45 minutes
long, to get the ?feel? of the experience.
Any quick suggestions for a lesson?
Dusty Gres
Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091016/
a9a12009/attachment.html
From graymatters at windstream.net Fri Oct 16 15:52:33 2009
From: graymatters at windstream.net (Martha Grenzeback)
Date: Fri Oct 16 22:04:42 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Class exercise
In-Reply-To: <20091016190513.B3F472FC11D@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
References: <20091016190513.B3F472FC11D@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
Message-ID: <20091016200204.EAUU24129.ispmxfep08srv.windstream.net@slave.windstream.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091016/
dc4a3ffd/attachment.html
From mrarchive at aol.com Fri Oct 16 15:32:08 2009
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 16 22:04:54 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Class exercise
In-Reply-To: <20091016190513.B3F472FC11D@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
References: <20091016190513.B3F472FC11D@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
Message-ID: <8CC1CAE7BE2E2D9-3E6C-78AA@webmail-m099.sysops.aol.com>

pick a random name from the census and let them find all they can based on the
census clue use thew 1850 forward mostly but toss in a couple of 1790's jusy to
see who can pick out the revolutionary war vets.. is a good process to create open
shitgun approach thinking
Stephen Trent C. Seames
Secretary
Society of Colonial Wars
in The State of Maine
Postal Drawer 734
Bethel, Oxford County
MAINE 04217-0734

-----Original Message----From: Dusty Gres <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:05 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Class exercise

We have a group of adults (approximately 25 of them), non-genealogists,
who are coming to the library for a ?hands-on? look at what a
genealogical library is like. They would like to break up into groups of 3 or
4 and do a fun exercise, 45 minutes long, to get the ?feel? of the
experience.

Any quick suggestions for a lesson?

Dusty Gres

Director

Ohoopee Regional Library System

610 Jackson
Street

Vidalia, GA 30474

http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org

"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at
different speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091016/65b3c211/
attachment.html
From holmv at llcoop.org Sat Oct 17 16:11:05 2009
From: holmv at llcoop.org (HOL Mary Vanderkooy)
Date: Sat Oct 17 16:15:57 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Atlas
Message-ID: <20091017201031.M82881@llcoop.org>
I have an old atlas from 1913 that is in very poor condition.
It is large ?
approximately 15? x 18?.
I would like to have it scanned so it doesn?t
completely fall apart, but everywhere I have checked charges $5.00 per square
foot or more for color scanning of pages of this size. If anyone has had
large atlases scanned before and can let me know of places that do this, I
would appreciate it.
Thank you.
Mary Vander Kooy
Herrick District Library
Holland, MI
From jjohnson at plcmc.org Sat Oct 17 17:44:33 2009
From: jjohnson at plcmc.org (Johnson, Jane)
Date: Sat Oct 17 17:46:52 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Atlas
References: <20091017201031.M82881@llcoop.org>
Message-ID: <70EB624EE2CE5B4AB398E54B369044E201E95083@reliant.plcmc2k.net>
We have had excellent scans made by our county engineering department. You might
also try some companies that do work for architects and engineers. They have large
copiers that can handle blueprints. The fees they charge here are very reasonable.
Jane Johnson
Librarian / Carolina Room
PLCMC
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of HOL Mary Vanderkooy
Sent: Sat 10/17/2009 4:11 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Atlas

I have an old atlas from 1913 that is in very poor condition.
It is large approximately 15" x 18".
I would like to have it scanned so it doesn't
completely fall apart, but everywhere I have checked charges $5.00 per square
foot or more for color scanning of pages of this size. If anyone has had
large atlases scanned before and can let me know of places that do this, I
would appreciate it.
Thank you.
Mary Vander Kooy
Herrick District Library
Holland, MI
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4085 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091017/
c430e49c/attachment.bin
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Sun Oct 18 14:47:36 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Sun Oct 18 14:51:23 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: scanning an atlas
References: <20091018160011.3DDDAD00CC@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0B29E984@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Our city streets and engineering dept. has a nice scanner (not as nice as the
library's but hey...) and they do things for other city depts. You might see if
that's a possibility for you.
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From tbenson at vbdl.org Mon Oct 19 09:39:13 2009
From: tbenson at vbdl.org (Toni I. Benson)
Date: Mon Oct 19 09:39:36 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Atlas
In-Reply-To: <20091017201031.M82881@llcoop.org>
References: <20091017201031.M82881@llcoop.org>
Message-ID: <4ADC6C01.9020103@vbdl.org>
Mary,

We did a project like that a few years ago. Using a volunteer who was
proficient with images, he scanned each map in two pieces on a normal
legal-size flatbed scanner and them fused the two images together. The
scans were done in color at 300 dpi and turned out very nicely.
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
HOL Mary Vanderkooy wrote:
> I have an old atlas from 1913 that is in very poor condition.
It is large ?
> approximately 15? x 18?.
I would like to have it scanned so it doesn?t
> completely fall apart, but everywhere I have checked charges $5.00 per square
> foot or more for color scanning of pages of this size. If anyone has had
> large atlases scanned before and can let me know of places that do this, I
> would appreciate it.
>
> Thank you.
>
> Mary Vander Kooy
> Herrick District Library
> Holland, MI
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From CathT at aol.com Mon Oct 19 19:28:56 2009
From: CathT at aol.com (CathT@aol.com)
Date: Mon Oct 19 19:29:18 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 14
Message-ID: <bf1.619476e1.380e5038@aol.com>
You might also consider digital photographic copies. Using a tripod it is
possible to get good digital images at a fraction of the price of scans and
unless you are using a camera type scanner, it is less harmful to fragile
books. Before you go to the effort you might also want to check out
_http://www.davidrumsey.com/_ (http://www.davidrumsey.com/) This web site has a
lot of scanned atlases as does books.google.com and also many university
websites.
Cath Trindle
SMCGS
Redwood City CA
In a message dated 10/18/2009 9:00:32 A.M. Pacific Daylight Time,
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Atlas (HOL Mary Vanderkooy)
2. RE: Atlas (Johnson, Jane)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sat, 17 Oct 2009 16:11:05 -0400
From: "HOL Mary Vanderkooy" <holmv@llcoop.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Atlas
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <20091017201031.M82881@llcoop.org>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset=iso-8859-1
I have an old atlas from 1913 that is in very poor condition.
It is
large ?
approximately 15? x 18?.
I would like to have it scanned so it doesn?t
completely fall apart, but everywhere I have checked charges $5.00 per
square
foot or more for color scanning of pages of this size. If anyone has had
large atlases scanned before and can let me know of places that do this, I
would appreciate it.
Thank you.
Mary Vander Kooy
Herrick District Library
Holland, MI

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Sat, 17 Oct 2009 17:44:33 -0400
From: "Johnson, Jane" <jjohnson@plcmc.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Atlas
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<70EB624EE2CE5B4AB398E54B369044E201E95083@reliant.plcmc2k.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
We have had excellent scans made by our county engineering department.
You might also try some companies that do work for architects and engineers.
They have large copiers that can handle blueprints. The fees they charge
here are very reasonable.
Jane Johnson
Librarian / Carolina
PLCMC

Room

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of HOL Mary
Vanderkooy
Sent: Sat 10/17/2009 4:11 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Atlas

I have an old atlas from 1913 that is in very poor condition.
It is
large approximately 15" x 18".
I would like to have it scanned so it doesn't
completely fall apart, but everywhere I have checked charges $5.00 per
square
foot or more for color scanning of pages of this size. If anyone has had
large atlases scanned before and can let me know of places that do this, I
would appreciate it.
Thank

you.

Mary Vander Kooy
Herrick District Library
Holland, MI
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4085 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091017/c430e49c/
attachment-0001.bin
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 14
****************************************
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091019/
cba30253/attachment.html
From howard_bybee at byu.edu Tue Oct 20 13:16:55 2009
From: howard_bybee at byu.edu (Howard Bybee)
Date: Tue Oct 20 13:19:19 2009

Subject: [Genealib] scanning large atlas
In-Reply-To: <20091020160018.A2B89D03C9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20091020160018.A2B89D03C9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C3D2B115D2ABD44BA7E21F95EC413A2337D4B126D2@tiller.exch.ad.byu.edu>
Photograph it with a good digital camera, 7mp or higher (someone in your
organization will have one); edit the images in Picasa (free from Google); make it
into a PDF with Acrobat Professional; put it on your intranet. Simple in-house
process.
Howard C. Bybee
Family History Librarian
2246 HBLL
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
801-422-7661
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 10:00 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 16
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Re: genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 14 (CathT@aol.com)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Mon, 19 Oct 2009 19:28:56 EDT
From: CathT@aol.com
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 14
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <bf1.619476e1.380e5038@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
You might also consider digital photographic copies. Using a tripod it is
possible to get good digital images at a fraction of the price of scans and
unless you are using a camera type scanner, it is less harmful to fragile
books. Before you go to the effort you might also want to check out

_http://www.davidrumsey.com/_ (http://www.davidrumsey.com/) This web site has a
lot of scanned atlases as does books.google.com and also many university
websites.
Cath Trindle
SMCGS
Redwood City CA
In a message dated 10/18/2009 9:00:32 A.M. Pacific Daylight Time,
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Atlas (HOL Mary Vanderkooy)
2. RE: Atlas (Johnson, Jane)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sat, 17 Oct 2009 16:11:05 -0400
From: "HOL Mary Vanderkooy" <holmv@llcoop.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Atlas
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <20091017201031.M82881@llcoop.org>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset=iso-8859-1
I have an old atlas from 1913 that is in very poor condition.
It is
large ?
approximately 15? x 18?.
I would like to have it scanned so it doesn?t
completely fall apart, but everywhere I have checked charges $5.00 per
square
foot or more for color scanning of pages of this size. If anyone has had
large atlases scanned before and can let me know of places that do this, I
would appreciate it.
Thank you.
Mary Vander Kooy
Herrick District Library
Holland, MI

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Sat, 17 Oct 2009 17:44:33 -0400
From: "Johnson, Jane" <jjohnson@plcmc.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Atlas
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<70EB624EE2CE5B4AB398E54B369044E201E95083@reliant.plcmc2k.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
We have had excellent scans made by our county engineering department.
You might also try some companies that do work for architects and engineers.
They have large copiers that can handle blueprints. The fees they charge
here are very reasonable.
Jane Johnson
Librarian / Carolina
PLCMC

Room

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of HOL Mary
Vanderkooy
Sent: Sat 10/17/2009 4:11 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Atlas

I have an old atlas from 1913 that is in very poor condition.
It is
large approximately 15" x 18".
I would like to have it scanned so it doesn't
completely fall apart, but everywhere I have checked charges $5.00 per
square
foot or more for color scanning of pages of this size. If anyone has had
large atlases scanned before and can let me know of places that do this, I
would appreciate it.
Thank

you.

Mary Vander Kooy
Herrick District Library
Holland, MI
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4085 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091017/c430e49c/
attachment-0001.bin
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 14
****************************************
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091019/
cba30253/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 16
****************************************
From ref5 at li.lib.ms.us Wed Oct 21 12:34:53 2009
From: ref5 at li.lib.ms.us (Melissa Holecamp)
Date: Wed Oct 21 12:54:17 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <bf1.619476e1.380e5038@aol.com>
Message-ID: <CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCMEINCDAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
Hello all!
I would really appreciate your feedback on this issue!
I'm SURE I'm not the only one who gets these questions - but there seem to have
been a LOT of them lately.
Yesterday, a man came in trying to find his halfbrother and halfsister (who
supposedly live in our county) - all the information he had was that his mother
said Mr. X was his father - He had Mr. X's marriage record from the early 1970's,
and he had met Mr. X's sister (who says he's the "spittin' image") and knows Mr and
Mrs X had two children who still live in our area. So he came to our genealogy
department for help.
Now, while I'm sympathetic to the situation - and wish him the very best - I
could not conceive of any GENEALOGICAL resources that would help him. I did give
him a phone book listing of the people with that last name - and helped him
research them online (whitepages.com) to determine an approximate age, when
listed... He proceeded to begin calling these unsuspecting strangers - FROM OUR
GENEALOGY ROOM!
Today, a lady came up and told me she needed me to "trace her bloodlines and
stuff..." *sigh* She had a sheet of paper upon which she'd written what family
history she could come up with on a moment's notice, then complained that she

didn't want to have to go upstairs to genealogy, because her back hurt, and
couldn't I just "get it for her?" <--- get WHAT exactly? I don't know!
After much questioning, it turns out that she's getting married and her MIL-to-be
says that her husband-to-be's grandfather and her grandfather are first cousins and
she wants us to settle the argument so she can get the woman off her back!
I'm new at genealogy myself - just a couple of years in... I'm a genealogy
librarian in a small county library. I'm quite familiar with (and happy to help
patrons with ) the resources (hardcopy and online) available at OUR small library but would not in any way consider myself to be a genealogy RESEARCHER. How do you
handle these types of questions in a way that is diplomatic and helpful? To what
other resources could these people be referred - either within our library or
outside of it?
Thanks in advance!
Melissa
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091021/
b5e71826/attachment.html
From demarestd at ecgrl.org Wed Oct 21 13:52:01 2009
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dorothy Demarest)
Date: Wed Oct 21 13:52:08 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCMEINCDAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
References: <bf1.619476e1.380e5038@aol.com>
<CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCMEINCDAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
Message-ID: <002101ca5277$316aa920$943ffb60$@org>
That sounds like situation normal, to me. J

A lot of people who were adopted come to our library thinking we will ?know? who
their birth parents are. We don?t and have no way to find that out. Some people
assume that we have everyone?s genealogy completely done already and don?t want to
do any of the work themselves. We send people we can?t help to the local
genealogical or historical society or advise them to contact a professional
researcher or send them to an appropriate place where they might find some
information, like the Probate Court, if we can?t help.

It is a real step forward as a genealogist to be able to recognize when you can?t
help (and do that fairly quickly) and then figure some delicate way to educate the
patron that the information might not exist or to send them off in another
direction where they might be better helped.

Welcome to the ranks of genealogists!

Dottie Demarest
Reference Librarian

East Central Georgia Regional Library
902 Greene Street
Augusta, GA 39091
706-821-2600

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091021/
a92bd85c/attachment.html
From JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org Wed Oct 21 13:52:33 2009
From: JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Wed Oct 21 13:52:56 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCMEINCDAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
References: <bf1.619476e1.380e5038@aol.com>
<CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCMEINCDAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
Message-ID: <4ADEF601.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Melissa and others
There is nothing more fraught with anxiety and emotion than an "adoption" or
"split-up" family situation. Is there an Adoptees-in-Search type organization in
your community or state level? If there is then make sure they are in your
Rolodex.
Spitting images and biological relationships are not admissible in court nor to be
written in ink on a pedigree chart. We have the local highschool yearbooks that
are used heavily for just such a purpose. Folks come in to find their face in a
"lineup."
As regards the woman with the "poorly" back her future mother-in-law should be
thankful her son is marrying a cousin. Of course I come from a region where first
cousin inbreeding and on occasion marriage occurred. I have a beginners packet that
I hand folks and ask them to have a seat and fill in the chart and to see which
person they would like to research. If they draw a blank I suggest they do what
all beginners do and that is go home and begin their home work by collecting what
they know and asking near relatives a few pointed questions to get started.
Her future mother-in-law would be an excellent choice to help her fill in the
chart.
If her back is still hurting her and she is not up to the physical challenge I
would provide a list of local researchers who may be hired for a fee to help her in
her quest.
It would be very easy for me to dismiss your customer along with the "my wife is
circling the block where is "my family book" so I can check it out and take it home

with me." It is not that they are terrible people and should be doomed to the
nether reaches of Genealogy Hell, it is just that they have not had the pleasure of
learning how to use a library. [nor the pleasure of wilting under my paralyzing
gaze]
Oh yes, I am smiling :)

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> "Melissa Holecamp" <ref5@li.lib.ms.us> 10/21/2009 10:34 AM >>>
Hello all!
I would really appreciate your feedback on this issue!
I'm SURE I'm not the only one who gets these questions - but there seem to have
been a LOT of them lately.
Yesterday, a man came in trying to find his halfbrother and halfsister (who
supposedly live in our county) - all the information he had was that his mother
said Mr. X was his father - He had Mr. X's marriage record from the early 1970's,
and he had met Mr. X's sister (who says he's the "spittin' image") and knows Mr and
Mrs X had two children who still live in our area. So he came to our genealogy
department for help.
Now, while I'm sympathetic to the situation - and wish him the very best - I
could not conceive of any GENEALOGICAL resources that would help him. I did give
him a phone book listing of the people with that last name - and helped him
research them online (whitepages.com) to determine an approximate age, when
listed... He proceeded to begin calling these unsuspecting strangers - FROM OUR
GENEALOGY ROOM!
Today, a lady came up and told me she needed me to "trace her bloodlines and
stuff..." *sigh* She had a sheet of paper upon which she'd written what family
history she could come up with on a moment's notice, then complained that she
didn't want to have to go upstairs to genealogy, because her back hurt, and
couldn't I just "get it for her?" <--- get WHAT exactly? I don't know!
After much questioning, it turns out that she's getting married and her MIL-to-be
says that her husband-to-be's grandfather and her grandfather are first cousins and
she wants us to settle the argument so she can get the woman off her back!
I'm new at genealogy myself - just a couple of years in... I'm a genealogy
librarian in a small county library. I'm quite familiar with (and happy to help
patrons with ) the resources (hardcopy and online) available at OUR small library but would not in any way consider myself to be a genealogy RESEARCHER. How do you
handle these types of questions in a way that is diplomatic and helpful? To what
other resources could these people be referred - either within our library or
outside of it?
Thanks in advance!
Melissa
From mrarchive at aol.com

Wed Oct 21 13:19:15 2009

From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Wed Oct 21 14:02:22 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCMEINCDAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
Message-ID: <8CC2089BFD480C5-2138-7545@webmail-d020.sysops.aol.com>
Send the patron to obtain his birth certificate where he was born. see if Mr. x
had made his mark X or his name on the certificate... perhaps he will find out it
is really Mr. Y... If he is looking for the man tell him to search the death
index from social security to see if the "mr. X" is dead. if not try the world wode
web under name search you would be amazed....

Stephen Trent C. Seames
Secretary
Society of Colonial Wars
in The State of Maine
Postal Drawer 734
Bethel, Oxford County
MAINE 04217-0734

-----Original Message----From: Melissa Holecamp <ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wed, Oct 21, 2009 12:34 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests

Hello all!

I would
really appreciate your feedback on this issue!

I'm SURE
I'm not the only one who gets these questions - but there seem to have been a
LOT of them lately.

Yesterday, a man came in trying to find his
halfbrother and halfsister (who supposedly live in our county) - all the
information he had was that his mother said Mr. X was his father - He had Mr.
X's marriage record from the early 1970's, and he had met Mr. X's sister (who
says he's the "spittin' image") and knows Mr and Mrs X had two children who
still live in our area. So he came to our genealogy department for
help.

Now,
while I'm sympathetic to the situation - and wish him the very best - I
could not conceive of any GENEALOGICAL resources that would help him. I
did give him a phone book listing of the people with that last name - and
helped him research them online (whitepages.com) to determine an approximate
age, when listed... He proceeded to begin calling these unsuspecting
strangers - FROM OUR GENEALOGY ROOM!

Today, a
lady came up and told me she needed me to "trace her bloodlines and
stuff..." *sigh* She had a sheet of paper upon which she'd written
what family history she could come up with on a moment's notice, then
complained that she didn't want to have to go upstairs to genealogy, because
her back hurt, and couldn't I just "get it for her?" <--- get
WHAT exactly? I don't know!

After
much questioning, it turns out that she's getting married and her MIL-to-be
says that her husband-to-be's grandfather and her grandfather are first
cousins and she wants us to settle the argument so she can get the woman off
her back!

I'm new

at genealogy myself - just a couple of years in... I'm a genealogy
librarian in a small county library. I'm quite familiar with (and happy
to help patrons with ) the resources (hardcopy and online) available at
OUR small library - but would not in any way consider myself to be a
genealogy RESEARCHER. How do you handle these types of questions in a
way that is diplomatic and helpful? To what other resources could these
people be referred - either within our library or outside of
it?

Thanks in
advance!

Melissa

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
send him to get his broth certificae and see if Mr. x or Mr.y is listed as his
fate=

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091021/
df2b80e8/attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Wed Oct 21 14:05:41 2009
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed Oct 21 14:05:43 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCMEINCDAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
References: <CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCMEINCDAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
Message-ID: <4ADF4D75.2050401@arlsmail.org>
This is typical and should be addressed in your policy
One section in ours reads as follows:
_/"Research Requests/_
Research requests are defined as any questions requiring more than ten

minutes of time to research and answer, including but not limited to
multi-part questions and those involving vague or uncertain information,
and patrons will be charged a research fee. Brief reference questions
will be answered by phone for no charge. If the patron is calling
long-distance and cannot wait on the line for the answer to be found, it
is the patron's responsibility to call back later to receive the answer.
Written research requests received via U. S. Postal service, fax, or
email will be answered as time permits at the rates listed in the
Fines/Fees Schedule. Due to the specialized nature of research requests,
all requests must be made in writing. Patrons who phone with research
requests will be provided with our email and/or U. S. Postal address to
properly submit their questions and *to *provide details for contacting
them with the information they are seeking.
Fees for research services are addressed in the Fines/Fees Schedule of
the Athens Regional Library Policy Manual."
From our procedure manual, this is an inhouse document we keep in
GoogleDocs and update as needed that is more detailed.
>
> /*Email/Snail mail requests*/
>
> *Remote Reference vs. Research Requests*
>
> Remote reference and research requests must be submitted in writing,
> either via USPS mail or via our *heritageroom@arlsmail.org* address.
> This ensures fewer misunderstandings about what was requested by the
> patron and what information we provide for them.
>
>
> If someone phones asking for this type of information, explain the
> policy and provide them with our email address and fees. Do not start
> the look up process until the writing request is received. Be sure the
> patron understands that we cannot copy entire books because we adhere
> to copyright law. When someone does want the full text of a book or
> pamphlet, suggest the patron contact *http://www.copyright.gov* to
> find out what the copyright status is of the item they want.
>
>
> Basic reference questions (dated obituary requests, index look-ups,
> etc.) should be answered by the person who checks the email account as
> part of opening procedures. If Heritage is busy or there were many
> email questions, and you cannot answer the question during your shift,
> give the person taking over the shift the questions and let them know
> how far you got with it so they can pick up where you left off.
>
>
> Though we do not charge for reference questions, if they will require
> postage and billing, they need to be logged into the Research Question
> folder, including the date the item and bill was sent. Mailed replies
> should not be sealed until the envelope has been weighed so we can
> charge the correct amount for postage. The letter scale is in the
> Administrative office.
>
> The billing sheet is also in the Research Question folder, and mailing
> supplies are in Theresa Graham's office on the extra desk.
>

>
> Obituary requests are among the most common questions we receive. When
> the patron has an exact date or even just a month and year, we
> consider these to be reference questions for which we only charge for
> any print-outs and/or postage. If they request digital files, they are
> not charged at all.
>
>
> Typically scan the two weeks before and the two weeks after a date of
> death to be sure all information published about the person's death is
> found; it isn't unusual for a full obituary to appear some time after
> the date of death or even date of burial.
>
>
> If the obituary request involves a single year for a date, and the
> person cannot be found in the Georgia Deaths on Ancestry.com Library
> Edition, or the SSDI at Genealogy Bank
> http://www.genealogybank.com/gbnk/ssdi/ then the question is a
> research question, subject to a fee of $15 for in-state requests and
> $25 for out-of-state requests.
>
>
> When doing a research request, such as when the patron has asked for
> any available information about a name or event and maybe (or maybe
> not) supplied a date or date range to go with it, be sure they
> understand the higher fees involved for such assistance: $15 for
> in-state requests and $25 for out-of-state requests. Refer the patron
> to our web page with our fee schedule on it so they can read for
> themselves what our policies and fees are. We should try to do this in
> writing, via email, whenever possible.
>
>
> Research requests require that you document each resource consulted in
> the process of looking up the information, including places where
> nothing was found. This way, the patron knows where not to look for
> this information, saving everyone time and frustration.
>
>
> For examples of reference and research questions, please see page
> *_/XX/_* of this manual.
>
> *Log sheets*
>
> The Log Sheet folder is in the file holder on the left far corner of
> the Heritage Desk. It is where we keep track of email and snail mail
> requests from patrons. Any sort of query that involves looking up
> information from a book or in the microfilm should be entered into the
> log, even when it is merely a reference request (an obituary or to see
> if a specific name is in the index of a book) for which the patron
> will not be charged. See the sample form on page *_/XX/_* for an
> example. (Where are these log sheets? BW)(added location above-TF)
>
>
> Operational questions, such as a patron who emails or phones to ask if
> we have a particular book or roll of microfilm, ask when we are open,
> etc. should not be entered into the book, but should be counted on the
> Tally Sheet.
>
This is still being refined and the pages with sample questions is not

included yet.
gave examples

Recently I believe there was something on this list that

Laura
Melissa Holecamp wrote:
>
>
>
Hello all!
>
>
I would really appreciate your feedback on this issue!
>
>
I'm SURE I'm not the only one who gets these questions - but there
>
seem to have been a LOT of them lately.
>
>
Yesterday, a man came in trying to find his halfbrother and
>
halfsister (who supposedly live in our county) - all the
>
information he had was that his mother said Mr. X was his father >
He had Mr. X's marriage record from the early 1970's, and he had
>
met Mr. X's sister (who says he's the "spittin' image") and knows
>
Mr and Mrs X had two children who still live in our area. So he
>
came to our genealogy department for help.
>
>
Now, while I'm sympathetic to the situation - and wish him the
>
very best - I could not conceive of any GENEALOGICAL resources
>
that would help him. I did give him a phone book listing of the
>
people with that last name - and helped him research them online
>
(whitepages.com) to determine an approximate age, when listed...
>
He proceeded to begin calling these unsuspecting strangers - FROM
>
OUR GENEALOGY ROOM!
>
>
Today, a lady came up and told me she needed me to "trace her
>
bloodlines and stuff..." *sigh* She had a sheet of paper upon
>
which she'd written what family history she could come up with on
>
a moment's notice, then complained that she didn't want to have to
>
go upstairs to genealogy, because her back hurt, and couldn't I
>
just "get it for her?" <--- get WHAT exactly? I don't know!
>
>
After much questioning, it turns out that she's getting married
>
and her MIL-to-be says that her husband-to-be's grandfather and
>
her grandfather are first cousins and she wants us to settle the
>
argument so she can get the woman off her back!
>
>
I'm new at genealogy myself - just a couple of years in... I'm a
>
genealogy librarian in a small county library. I'm quite familiar
>
with (and happy to help patrons with ) the resources (hardcopy and
>
online) available at OUR small library - but would not in any way
>
consider myself to be a genealogy RESEARCHER. How do you handle
>
these types of questions in a way that is diplomatic and helpful?
>
To what other resources could these people be referred - either
>
within our library or outside of it?
>
>
Thanks in advance!
>
>
Melissa
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> _______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Wed Oct 21 14:39:56 2009
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Wed Oct 21 14:39:56 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <002101ca5277$316aa920$943ffb60$@org>
Message-ID: <20091021183955.0038A2FC14E@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
Actual transaction in our library:
Patron: I need information about my Grandfather.
Librarian: What was your Grandfather's name?
Patron: It's your job to find out!

Dusty Gres
Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dorothy

Demarest
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 1:52 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests

That sounds like situation normal, to me. :-)

A lot of people who were adopted come to our library thinking we will "know"
who their birth parents are. We don't and have no way to find that out. Some
people assume that we have everyone's genealogy completely done already and
don't want to do any of the work themselves. We send people we can't help
to the local genealogical or historical society or advise them to contact a
professional researcher or send them to an appropriate place where they
might find some information, like the Probate Court, if we can't help.

It is a real step forward as a genealogist to be able to recognize when you
can't help (and do that fairly quickly) and then figure some delicate way to
educate the patron that the information might not exist or to send them off
in another direction where they might be better helped.

Welcome to the ranks of genealogists!

Dottie Demarest
Reference Librarian
East Central Georgia Regional Library
902 Greene Street
Augusta, GA 39091
706-821-2600

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091021/
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From lcarter at arlsmail.org Wed Oct 21 14:55:47 2009
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Wed Oct 21 14:55:49 2009

Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <20091021183955.0038A2FC14E@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
References: <20091021183955.0038A2FC14E@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
Message-ID: <62366.168.12.1.151.1256151347.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>

Yep - we had one of those.? Wanted us to find his grandfather's grave
in either Oconee or Clarke County and would not tell us the man's name.
You can always spot the new ones who have absorbed all the scare
stories about identity theft.
Laura
Dusty Gres
wrote:
> Actual transaction in our library:
>
>
> Patron: I need information about my Grandfather.
>
> Librarian: What was your Grandfather's name?
>
>
Patron: It's your job to find out!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Dusty Gres
>
> Director
>
> Ohoopee Regional Library
System
>
> 610 Jackson Street
>
>
Vidalia, GA 30474
>
> http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
>
> "Common sense and a sense of humor are the same
thing, moving at different
> speeds.
> A sense of humor is
just common sense, dancing."
> William James
>
>
_____
>

>
From:
genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dorothy
> Demarest
> Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 1:52 PM
> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
> Subject: RE:
[Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
>
>
>
> That sounds like situation normal, to me. :-)
>
>
>
> A lot of people who were adopted come to
our library thinking we will
> "know"
> who
their birth parents are. We don't and have no way to find that out.
> Some
> people assume that we have everyone's genealogy
completely done already
> and
> don't want to do any of
the work themselves. We send people we can't help
> to the local
genealogical or historical society or advise them to contact
>
a
> professional researcher or send them to an appropriate place
where they
> might find some information, like the Probate Court,
if we can't help.
>
>
>
> It is a real
step forward as a genealogist to be able to recognize when
>
you
> can't help (and do that fairly quickly) and then figure some
delicate way
> to
> educate the patron that the
information might not exist or to send them
> off
> in
another direction where they might be better helped.
>
>
>
> Welcome to the ranks of genealogists!
>
>

>
> Dottie Demarest
>
>
Reference Librarian
>
> East Central Georgia Regional
Library
>
> 902 Greene Street
>
>
Augusta, GA 39091
>
> 706-821-2600
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke
County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091021/816593c0/
attachment.html
From morgan51_98 at yahoo.com Wed Oct 21 18:23:55 2009
From: morgan51_98 at yahoo.com (linda morgan)
Date: Wed Oct 21 18:23:56 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <62366.168.12.1.151.1256151347.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>
Message-ID: <585562.50200.qm@web51103.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
My favorite odd request was a gentleman who said he'd waited twenty five years to
do his family's genealogy, but he only had a few minutes to do it. He must have
thought he was at the McDonald's genealogy drive thru !!!
Linda Morgan
Puskarich Public Library
Cadiz, OH 43907
--- On Wed, 10/21/09, Laura W. Carter <lcarter@arlsmail.org> wrote:

> From: Laura W. Carter <lcarter@arlsmail.org>
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
> To: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org, "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Date: Wednesday, October 21, 2009, 2:55 PM
> Yep - we had one of those.? Wanted us
> to find his grandfather's grave
> in either Oconee or Clarke County and would not tell us the
> man's name.
>
> You can always spot the new ones who have absorbed
> all the scare
> stories about identity theft.
>
> Laura
>
>
> Dusty Gres
> wrote:
> > Actual transaction in our library:
> >
> >
>
> > Patron: I need information about my
> Grandfather.
> >
> > Librarian: What was your Grandfather's name?
> >
> >
> Patron: It's your job to find out!
> >
> >
>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Dusty
> Gres
> >
>
> > Director
> >
> > Ohoopee Regional
> Library
> System
> >
> > 610 Jackson Street
> >
>
> >
> Vidalia, GA 30474
> >
> >
> http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
> >
> > "Common sense and a sense of humor
> are the same

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

thing, moving at different
> speeds.
> A
sense of humor is
just common sense, dancing."
> William
James
>
>
_____
>
>
From:
genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Dorothy
> Demarest
> Sent: Wednesday, October 21,
2009 1:52 PM
> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
> Subject: RE:
[Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
>
>
>
> That sounds like situation normal, to
me. :-)
>
>
>
> A lot of people who were
adopted come to
our library thinking we will
> "know"
> who
their birth parents are. We don't and have no way to
find that out.
> Some
> people assume that we have
everyone's genealogy
completely done already
> and
> don't
want to do any of
the work themselves. We send people we can't help
> to the local
genealogical or historical society or advise them to
contact
>
a
> professional researcher or send them to an
appropriate place
where they
> might find some information, like the
Probate Court,
if we can't help.
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
> It is a real
step forward as a genealogist to be able to recognize
when
>
you
> can't help (and do that fairly quickly)
and then figure some
delicate way
> to
> educate the patron that
the
information might not exist or to send them
>
off
> in
another direction where they might be better helped.
>
>
>
> Welcome to the ranks of
genealogists!
>
>
>
> Dottie Demarest
>
>
Reference Librarian
>
> East Central
Georgia Regional
Library
>
> 902 Greene Street
>
>
Augusta, GA 39091
>
> 706-821-2600
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke
County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA
30606
-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Wed Oct 21 18:35:36 2009
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Wed Oct 21 18:35:55 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
In-Reply-To: <585562.50200.qm@web51103.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
References: <62366.168.12.1.151.1256151347.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>
<585562.50200.qm@web51103.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <4ADF3858.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Now if he has waited twenty-five years then he must not be in too much of a hurry.
After all, he will be dead soon and he will get to visit with at least one half of
the family. Just hope all of the interesting ones end up in the same place as I.
If all the ones with the answers I seek are in heaven and I am in hell I will be
most crestfallen. But then when I start interviewing them if luck holds true they
will have faulty memories even in the afterlife.
JKJ.
Oh I am bad today!
>>> linda morgan <morgan51_98@yahoo.com> 10/21/2009 4:23 PM >>>
My favorite odd request was a gentleman who said he'd waited twenty five years to
do his family's genealogy, but he only had a few minutes to do it. He must have
thought he was at the McDonald's genealogy drive thru !!!
Linda Morgan
Puskarich Public Library
Cadiz, OH 43907
--- On Wed, 10/21/09, Laura W. Carter <lcarter@arlsmail.org> wrote:
> From: Laura W. Carter <lcarter@arlsmail.org>
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
> To: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org, "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Date: Wednesday, October 21, 2009, 2:55 PM
> Yep - we had one of those. Wanted us
> to find his grandfather's grave
> in either Oconee or Clarke County and would not tell us the
> man's name.
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You can always spot the new ones who have absorbed
all the scare
stories about identity theft.
Laura
Dusty Gres
wrote:
> Actual transaction in our library:
>
>
> Patron: I need information about my
Grandfather.
>
> Librarian: What was your Grandfather's name?
>
>
Patron: It's your job to find out!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Dusty
Gres
>
> Director
>
> Ohoopee Regional
Library
System
>
> 610 Jackson Street
>
>
Vidalia, GA 30474
>
>
http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
>
> "Common sense and a sense of humor
are the same
thing, moving at different
> speeds.
> A
sense of humor is
just common sense, dancing."
> William
James
>
>
_____
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
From:
genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Dorothy
> Demarest
> Sent: Wednesday, October 21,
2009 1:52 PM
> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
> Subject: RE:
[Genealib] Odd "genealogy" requests
>
>
>
> That sounds like situation normal, to
me. :-)
>
>
>
> A lot of people who were
adopted come to
our library thinking we will
> "know"
> who
their birth parents are. We don't and have no way to
find that out.
> Some
> people assume that we have
everyone's genealogy
completely done already
> and
> don't
want to do any of
the work themselves. We send people we can't help
> to the local
genealogical or historical society or advise them to
contact
>
a
> professional researcher or send them to an
appropriate place
where they
> might find some information, like the
Probate Court,
if we can't help.
>
>
>
> It is a real
step forward as a genealogist to be able to recognize
when
>
you
> can't help (and do that fairly quickly)
and then figure some
delicate way
> to

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> educate the patron that
the
information might not exist or to send them
>
off
> in
another direction where they might be better helped.
>
>
>
> Welcome to the ranks of
genealogists!
>
>
>
> Dottie Demarest
>
>
Reference Librarian
>
> East Central
Georgia Regional
Library
>
> 902 Greene Street
>
>
Augusta, GA 39091
>
> 706-821-2600
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke
County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA
30606
-----Inline Attachment Follows-----

>
>
>
>
>
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From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Fri Oct 23 01:07:39 2009
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Oct 23 11:43:53 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Chinese Genealogy
Message-ID: <45c595dc0910222207l77bac95bq567904667b9acc8@mail.gmail.com>
Ma, Amy. "Doorway to the Past: Ancestral Homes Sustain Old Way of Life"
Terrific article in tomorrow's Wall Street Journal 23Oct2009 on Chinese
#genealogy
Features the Tang Ancestral Hall - be sure to see the series of slides excellent.
http://bit.ly/44u0JB
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091023/6ec96b57/
attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Oct 26 14:28:01 2009
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Oct 26 14:28:04 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Results of "anyone got a favorite family website" query
Message-ID: <b63c86520910261128x22e736f7q86c71236d60f8dba@mail.gmail.com>
List of recommended family history websites gleaned from the minds of the
members of Genealib, in response to a query posted on 15 September 2009 by
Mary Mannix. Further details about sites marked with * can be found via
Genalib archives http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/,
annotations largely taken directly from message of recommending responder.

Avery Memorial Association*
http://www.averymemorialassociation.com/
This association is for the descendants of Captain James Avery, who settled
in Pequot Colony (New London, CT) c. 1650.

Chenoweth Family
http://www.chenowethsite.com/
The Families of John Chenoweth & Mary Calvert.

Geer Family Association*
http://www.geerfamily.org/index.htm
This association is for the descendants of George Geer of Heavitree,
England, who settled in New London County, CT in the 17th century.

Minerd- Minard- Miner- Minor Family*
http://www.minerd.com/
Origins in the Pittsburgh region of Pennsylvania.

Steven C. Perkins' Genealogy Page
http://stevencperkins.com/genealogy.html
Perkins, Inman, Ball, and Swain families, emphasis on Southern Appalachia
and DNA.

Recommended article:
Conde, Crystal. ?Tips for Making a Good Web Site?. *Family Tree
Magazine*(9/28/2009).
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/article/Personal-Best-1#<http://
www.familytreemagazine.com/article/Personal-Best-1>:
2009. Includes ten ?personal websites? chosen as the ?cream of the crop.?

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091026/78078ec7/
attachment.html
From pmlofft at comcast.net Mon Oct 26 14:36:44 2009
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick M. Lofft)
Date: Mon Oct 26 14:36:48 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Results of "anyone got a favorite family website" query
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520910261128x22e736f7q86c71236d60f8dba@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b63c86520910261128x22e736f7q86c71236d60f8dba@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8BF11727A3E84AA3ACA34352C9B9BB97@Patricksdesktop>
Mary,

Thanks, this is most useful.

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 11:28 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Results of "anyone got a favorite family website" query

List of recommended family history websites gleaned from the minds of the
members of Genealib, in response to a query posted on 15 September 2009 by
Mary Mannix. Further details about sites marked with * can be found via
Genalib archives http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/,
annotations largely taken directly from message of recommending responder.

Avery Memorial Association*
http://www.averymemorialassociation.com/
This association is for the descendants of Captain James Avery, who settled
in Pequot Colony (New London, CT) c. 1650.

Chenoweth Family
<http://www.chenowethsite.com/> http://www.chenowethsite.com/
The Families of John Chenoweth & Mary Calvert.

Geer Family Association*
http://www.geerfamily.org/index.htm
This association is for the descendants of George Geer of Heavitree,
England, who settled in New London County, CT in the 17th century.

Minerd- Minard- Miner- Minor Family*
<http://www.minerd.com/> http://www.minerd.com/
Origins in the Pittsburgh region of Pennsylvania.

Steven C. Perkins' Genealogy Page

<http://stevencperkins.com/genealogy.html>
http://stevencperkins.com/genealogy.html
Perkins, Inman, Ball, and Swain families, emphasis on Southern Appalachia
and DNA.

Recommended article:
Conde, Crystal. "Tips for Making a Good Web Site". Family Tree Magazine
(9/28/2009).
<http://www.familytreemagazine.com/article/Personal-Best-1>
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/article/Personal-Best-1#: 2009. Includes
ten "personal websites" chosen as the "cream of the crop."

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091026/8f3f9969/
attachment.html
From afuller at hpl.lib.al.us Wed Oct 28 16:15:51 2009
From: afuller at hpl.lib.al.us (Annewhite Fuller)
Date: Wed Oct 28 16:16:00 2009
Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
Message-ID: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
This morning I was told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
have you heard about this?

Annewhite

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager
Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443

256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller@hpl.lib.al.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/9df00868/
attachment.html
From pmlofft at comcast.net Wed Oct 28 16:21:36 2009
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick M. Lofft)
Date: Wed Oct 28 16:21:46 2009
Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com
Available to Libraries
In-Reply-To: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
References: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
Message-ID: <241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com Available to Libraries
~EBSCO Publishing Becomes Worldwide Library Distributor of FootnoteT
Historical Digital Archive and Genealogy Database ~

http://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/thisTopic-dbTopic-1276.pdf
http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6
<http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6&topicID=1279>
&topicID=1279

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annewhite
Fuller
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:16 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com

This morning I was told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
have you heard about this?

Annewhite

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager
Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller@hpl.lib.al.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/4c99abad/
attachment.html
From afuller at hpl.lib.al.us Wed Oct 28 16:56:16 2009
From: afuller at hpl.lib.al.us (Annewhite Fuller)
Date: Wed Oct 28 16:56:23 2009
Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
Message-ID: <002a01ca5811$17464550$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
Thank you for your responses.

I certainly missed this information.

Annewhite

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager
Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller@hpl.lib.al.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/
cdd9d172/attachment.html
From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Wed Oct 28 17:12:04 2009
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Wed Oct 28 17:11:28 2009
Subject: [Genealib] PAF on public computers?
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F448F68@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Do any of you have PAF loaded on public computers?
If so, is special permission from the LDS?

Please respond off-list.

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/21a73e3e/
attachment.html
From lmarkel at ala.org Wed Oct 28 17:09:39 2009
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Wed Oct 28 19:43:57 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RUSA online courses: registration closing VERY soon!
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8013C5E6E@BE144.mail.lan>
We're holding registration for "The Reference Interview", a RUSA online
course, open through the end of the day tomorrow (Thursday).
There are only a few spots left for this session, Nov.2-Dec. 18-don't'
miss out!

Coursework for "The Reference Interview" is completed at your own pace,
with a few scheduled chat sessions to help you practice the reference

interview process. Chat sessions will be scheduled after the course
begins.
A complete description is here:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/referenceinterview/in
dex.cfm

***********************************
Registration for our popular "Genealogy 101" online class--the Nov.
9-Dec. 23 session--will close at the end of the day next Wednesday,
November 4.
This course is completely asynchronous, and is taught by genealogy
expert Jack Simpson, a longtime RUSA History Section member. It's an
excellent professional development opportunity for librarians in all
types of libraries looking to expand their reference desk skill set, or
brush up on current research techniques in the field.
A complete description is here:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/genealogy101/index.cf
m

***********************************
Both of these classes have an extra week built into the session for the
Thanksgiving holiday.
We also have group rates available for 2 or more registrants from the
same library or library system. Contact me directly at lmarkel@ala.org.

Register online now (copy and paste this link):
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=eventsdist&Template=/Conference/
ConferenceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=D

Know a colleague or friend who might be interested? Please forward this
message to them.

See you in class!
Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing Specialist
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel@ala.org
Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/ascla

www.ala.org/rusa

&

Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/
c8e6d1ce/attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Oct 29 09:51:37 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Oct 29 09:49:59 2009
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia Vital Research Records online database
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE82@mail.wvculture.org>
The West Virginia Vital Research Records (VRR) online database, free on
the Archives and History section of the West Virginia Division of
Culture and History Web site is only a few Kanawha County marriage
records away from being completely loaded with all eligible birth, death
and marriage records. Probably more important to most users is the
completion of the long-awaited move of the database to new servers. No
more timing out on even simple searches--search the surname "Smith" on
the largest of the databases, death records, and all 26,857 names come
up in 2 or 3 seconds. The "similar" search is functioning, and no
matter how many * and _ you use in the search boxes, searches are not
being rejected or timing out so far. The images will remain over-size
on the screen and require scrolling up and down and side to side to see
the full image, but will print in full on letter-size paper; however,
some shrink so much when printed that they are not truly legible. We
will have to live with those limitations. The research historian side
of me is not pleased that it is not possible to cite the precise book
for the county record entries, but I have suggested compiling a list of
the county books as numbered and labeled with their date ranges for user
reference and posting it on our Web site with a link from the search
pages. You would not always be able to figure out which book your page
is from since many counties have overlapping date ranges in their
ledgers (separate books kept in the magistrate districts, etc.), but you
would be able to do so often.
West Virginia Vital Research Records main search page is
http://www.wvculture.org/vrr/va_select.aspx. VRR also is linked from
our homepage, http://www.wvculture.org/history, as "Births, Deaths and
Marriages" and as "Vital Research Records."

The most recent issue of West Virginia Archives and History News, our
monthly newsletter posted online at
http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html> , features an
updated explanatory article about VRR. The article is also available in
PDF format, listed under "Staff Research Guides" on the Archives page,
http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html> , and from a link on
the main VRR search page. We strongly suggest that all users read the
updated article before using the database so they understand the
possibilities and limitations of the digitized images and the indexing.
Also under "Staff Research Guides" you will find "Quick Guide to West
Virginia Birth Records," "Quick Guide to West Virginia Death Records,"
and "Quick Guide to West Virginia Marriage Records." Each Quick Guide
gives date ranges and a summary of the scope of records available for
that time period, and where they can be found. These Quick Guides were
updated in September 2009 and are also in PDF format. The full
newsletter articles from which these Quick Guides were extracted and
updated are cited at the bottom of each quick guide, and are linked from
within the VRR article. (All back issues of Archives and History News
are posted on our Web site with basic indexes by subject and title.) The
articles and the Quick Guides may be printed for distribution as
handouts, or may be reprinted in another publication, as long as the
source is properly cited.
An e-mail link is available at the bottom of every search page and
search results page to report broken links and transcription errors. We
can not alter or contradict the original records, but will consider
adding cross-indexed alternate information on a case by case basis.
With the new servers finally allowing us to run checks on some obvious
potential errors, such as a 1795 birth date, we are making many
corrections ourselves, or adding explanatory notes. (Certain
curiosities are coming to light, such as some very early delayed birth
records that were added during the early 1900's during one of the peak
ages of genealogy by the children of the people whose births were
recorded, when the people in question were most likely long deceased.)
We know we have many pleased VRR users already, and we are very happy to
be providing this free access to public records. By the way, if anyone
can cite actual proof that genealogy Web sites and libraries are being
used by identity thieves, please share that information. The last
surveys and studies I read were done several years ago, and the
conclusion at that time was that identity theft was occuring when
wallets/purses were stolen, mail or trash stolen or read, someone had
access to the victim's house and computer, or by phishing scams online.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091029/
f2aec9ad/attachment.html
From lteverow at rihs.org Thu Oct 29 12:36:32 2009
From: lteverow at rihs.org (Lee Teverow)
Date: Thu Oct 29 12:36:38 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest Footnotes database
In-Reply-To: <20091029160018.C4156D044D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20091029160018.C4156D044D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4AE98C50.5E1A.00C0.0@rihs.org>
Has anyone done a comparison of Footnotes and Heritage Quest? Would having both
databases be redundant?
Lee
Ms. Lee Teverow, MLS
Reference Librarian
RIHS Library
121 Hope St.
Providence, RI 02906
401-273-8107 ext. 10
lteverow@rihs.org
www.rihs.org
Visit our New Blog http://rihs.wordpress.com/
>>> <genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> 10/29/2009 12:00 PM >>>
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. footnote.com (Annewhite Fuller)
2. RE: footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com
Available to Libraries (Patrick M. Lofft)
3. footnote.com (Annewhite Fuller)
4. PAF on public computers? (Tom M. Mueller)
5. RUSA online courses: registration closing VERY soon! (Liz Markel)
6. West Virginia Vital Research Records online database
(Susan Scouras)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 15:15:51 -0500

From: "Annewhite Fuller" <afuller@hpl.lib.al.us>
Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
This morning I was told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
have you heard about this?

Annewhite

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager
Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller@hpl.lib.al.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/9df00868/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 13:21:36 -0700
From: "Patrick M. Lofft" <pmlofft@comcast.net>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes
Footnote.com
Available to Libraries
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com Available to Libraries
~EBSCO Publishing Becomes Worldwide Library Distributor of FootnoteT

Historical Digital Archive and Genealogy Database ~

http://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/thisTopic-dbTopic-1276.pdf
http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6
<http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6&topicID=1279>
&topicID=1279

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annewhite
Fuller
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:16 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com

This morning I was told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
have you heard about this?

Annewhite

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager
Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller@hpl.lib.al.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/4c99abad/
attachment-0001.html

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 15:56:16 -0500
From: "Annewhite Fuller" <afuller@hpl.lib.al.us>
Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002a01ca5811$17464550$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Thank you for your responses.

I certainly missed this information.

Annewhite

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager
Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller@hpl.lib.al.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/
cdd9d172/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 17:12:04 -0400
From: "Tom M. Mueller" <Tom.Mueller@citruslibraries.org>
Subject: [Genealib] PAF on public computers?
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F448F68@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Do any of you have PAF loaded on public computers?
If so, is special permission from the LDS?

Please respond off-list.

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/21a73e3e/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 17:09:39 -0400
From: "Liz Markel" <lmarkel@ala.org>
Subject: [Genealib] RUSA online courses: registration closing VERY
soon!
To: "Liz Markel" <lmarkel@ala.org>
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8013C5E6E@BE144.mail.lan>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We're holding registration for "The Reference Interview", a RUSA online
course, open through the end of the day tomorrow (Thursday).
There are only a few spots left for this session, Nov.2-Dec. 18-don't'
miss out!

Coursework for "The Reference Interview" is completed at your own pace,
with a few scheduled chat sessions to help you practice the reference
interview process. Chat sessions will be scheduled after the course
begins.
A complete description is here:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/referenceinterview/in
dex.cfm

***********************************
Registration for our popular "Genealogy 101" online class--the Nov.
9-Dec. 23 session--will close at the end of the day next Wednesday,
November 4.
This course is completely asynchronous, and is taught by genealogy
expert Jack Simpson, a longtime RUSA History Section member. It's an
excellent professional development opportunity for librarians in all
types of libraries looking to expand their reference desk skill set, or
brush up on current research techniques in the field.
A complete description is here:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/genealogy101/index.cf
m

***********************************
Both of these classes have an extra week built into the session for the
Thanksgiving holiday.
We also have group rates available for 2 or more registrants from the
same library or library system. Contact me directly at lmarkel@ala.org.

Register online now (copy and paste this link):
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=eventsdist&Template=/Conference/
ConferenceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=D

Know a colleague or friend who might be interested? Please forward this
message to them.

See you in class!
Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing Specialist
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel@ala.org
Find our divisions online at

www.ala.org/rusa

&

www.ala.org/ascla

Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/
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-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 2009 09:51:37 -0400
From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia Vital Research Records online
database
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE82@mail.wvculture.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
The West Virginia Vital Research Records (VRR) online database, free on
the Archives and History section of the West Virginia Division of
Culture and History Web site is only a few Kanawha County marriage
records away from being completely loaded with all eligible birth, death
and marriage records. Probably more important to most users is the
completion of the long-awaited move of the database to new servers. No
more timing out on even simple searches--search the surname "Smith" on
the largest of the databases, death records, and all 26,857 names come
up in 2 or 3 seconds. The "similar" search is functioning, and no
matter how many * and _ you use in the search boxes, searches are not
being rejected or timing out so far. The images will remain over-size
on the screen and require scrolling up and down and side to side to see
the full image, but will print in full on letter-size paper; however,
some shrink so much when printed that they are not truly legible. We
will have to live with those limitations. The research historian side
of me is not pleased that it is not possible to cite the precise book
for the county record entries, but I have suggested compiling a list of
the county books as numbered and labeled with their date ranges for user
reference and posting it on our Web site with a link from the search
pages. You would not always be able to figure out which book your page
is from since many counties have overlapping date ranges in their
ledgers (separate books kept in the magistrate districts, etc.), but you
would be able to do so often.
West Virginia Vital Research Records main search page is
http://www.wvculture.org/vrr/va_select.aspx. VRR also is linked from
our homepage, http://www.wvculture.org/history, as "Births, Deaths and
Marriages" and as "Vital Research Records."
The most recent issue of West Virginia Archives and History News, our

monthly newsletter posted online at
http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html> , features an
updated explanatory article about VRR. The article is also available in
PDF format, listed under "Staff Research Guides" on the Archives page,
http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html> , and from a link on
the main VRR search page. We strongly suggest that all users read the
updated article before using the database so they understand the
possibilities and limitations of the digitized images and the indexing.
Also under "Staff Research Guides" you will find "Quick Guide to West
Virginia Birth Records," "Quick Guide to West Virginia Death Records,"
and "Quick Guide to West Virginia Marriage Records." Each Quick Guide
gives date ranges and a summary of the scope of records available for
that time period, and where they can be found. These Quick Guides were
updated in September 2009 and are also in PDF format. The full
newsletter articles from which these Quick Guides were extracted and
updated are cited at the bottom of each quick guide, and are linked from
within the VRR article. (All back issues of Archives and History News
are posted on our Web site with basic indexes by subject and title.) The
articles and the Quick Guides may be printed for distribution as
handouts, or may be reprinted in another publication, as long as the
source is properly cited.
An e-mail link is available at the bottom of every search page and
search results page to report broken links and transcription errors. We
can not alter or contradict the original records, but will consider
adding cross-indexed alternate information on a case by case basis.
With the new servers finally allowing us to run checks on some obvious
potential errors, such as a 1795 birth date, we are making many
corrections ourselves, or adding explanatory notes. (Certain
curiosities are coming to light, such as some very early delayed birth
records that were added during the early 1900's during one of the peak
ages of genealogy by the children of the people whose births were
recorded, when the people in question were most likely long deceased.)
We know we have many pleased VRR users already, and we are very happy to
be providing this free access to public records. By the way, if anyone
can cite actual proof that genealogy Web sites and libraries are being
used by identity thieves, please share that information. The last
surveys and studies I read were done several years ago, and the
conclusion at that time was that identity theft was occuring when
wallets/purses were stolen, mail or trash stolen or read, someone had
access to the victim's house and computer, or by phishing scams online.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091029/

f2aec9ad/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 21
****************************************
From bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org Thu Oct 29 13:54:43 2009
From: bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org (Becky Menzel)
Date: Thu Oct 29 13:54:50 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
In-Reply-To: <241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
References: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
<241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
Message-ID: <41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F56E6@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his
hands wide, and said "where am I from?" Dumbfounded and confused I
stared at him until he said he was looking for his genealogy. When I
started to ask questions I discovered that he didn't know who his father
was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a fairly large city
in Ohio. I politely handed him a family tree sheet, suggested he fill
in everything he knew and then informed him of the times the vounteers
were in. I am continuously amazed by what people expect us to know and
have access to.

Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA

99201

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091029/
ac067f17/attachment.html
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Oct 29 14:17:01 2009
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu Oct 29 14:17:18 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
In-Reply-To: <41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F56E6@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
References: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
<241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F56E6@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <4AE995CD.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>

There are actually people who look crestfallen when they're told they need AT LEAST
a name, a place, and a date before we can even begin.

Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"If you cannot hide the family skeletons, you might as well make them dance."
~George Bernard Shaw
>>> "Becky Menzel" <bmenzel@spokanelibrary.org> 10/29/2009 12:54 PM >>>
I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his
hands wide, and said "where am I from?" Dumbfounded and confused I
stared at him until he said he was looking for his genealogy. When I
started to ask questions I discovered that he didn't know who his father
was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a fairly large city
in Ohio. I politely handed him a family tree sheet, suggested he fill
in everything he knew and then informed him of the times the vounteers
were in. I am continuously amazed by what people expect us to know and
have access to.

Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA

99201

From lmaehrlein at nygbs.org Thu Oct 29 14:20:54 2009
From: lmaehrlein at nygbs.org (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
Date: Thu Oct 29 14:21:04 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
In-Reply-To: <4AE995CD.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
<241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F56E6@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
<4AE995CD.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA60A07370752@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Where are California Psychics when you really need them?

Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 East 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-626-6853
fax: 212-626-6857
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 2:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
There are actually people who look crestfallen when they're told they need AT LEAST
a name, a place, and a date before we can even begin.

Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"If you cannot hide the family skeletons, you might as well make them dance."
~George Bernard Shaw
>>> "Becky Menzel" <bmenzel@spokanelibrary.org> 10/29/2009 12:54 PM >>>
I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his
hands wide, and said "where am I from?" Dumbfounded and confused I
stared at him until he said he was looking for his genealogy. When I
started to ask questions I discovered that he didn't know who his father
was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a fairly large city
in Ohio. I politely handed him a family tree sheet, suggested he fill
in everything he knew and then informed him of the times the vounteers
were in. I am continuously amazed by what people expect us to know and
have access to.

Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA

99201

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From nross at bryantx.gov Thu Oct 29 14:23:40 2009
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Thu Oct 29 14:23:53 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
In-Reply-To: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA60A07370752@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
References:
<000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org><241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patric
ksdesktop><41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F56E6@newman.spokanelibrary.org><4AE9
95CD.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
<C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA60A07370752@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Message-ID: <E4ADEE76C20D1D45A83A539098F8ACA010A9AEE4@COBMAIL.cobnet.org>
My "favorite" patron is the one who comes in once a year and asks me if
he can do a complete, documented genealogy on the internet without
paying anything. When I tell him no, he disappears for another year!
Nancy M Ross
Carnegie History Center
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Oct 29 14:37:54 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Oct 29 14:36:16 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE83@mail.wvculture.org>
I am continuously amazed at what various government agencies think
people have kept themselves or have access to in public records. We are
spending more and more time trying to help people who can't find their
own records or their own parents' records in order to get passports,
dual citizenship (needed in many countries to inherit property), medical
benefits, pensions and veterans benefits for widows, etc. Not everyone
has a birth record (some state agencies are refusing delayed birth
records lately, even when the issuing state has certified it) or a death
record. Some people don't know when and/or where their parents married,
or even if they were truly married. People with dementia are not
reliable witnesses to their own lives or the life history of others. A
woman, with or without dementia, who was married for 5 minutes during
WWII doesn't remember the groom's full name, or where they eloped (I
think alcohol was often involved in these stories) or where she was
living when she filed for divorce--but because she replied truthfully on
a nursing home application that she was married to this person, she (or
more often, her child) has to prove both the marriage and the divorce to
rule this husband out as a potential source of income.
The records agencies themselves are not helpful, in many cases, not
telling inquirers about alternative sources of information (except they
tell everyone to contact the state archives, of course), not searching
for (or not training staff to recognize) spelling variations, or
declaring such a record does not exist when it most definitely does.

Latest trick is to ignore unnamed infants when searching for a birth,
due to identity theft concerns. There may be a wonderfully complete
record with all the blanks filled in, only the child was not given a
name before the time the birth was registered, something that was
perfectly acceptable until fairly recent times in most states.
Applicants are told there is no record for that name, and not told about
the record for an unnamed child. I don't think we should hand out
benefits or identity records like candy, but at the same time we can't
reasonably expect everyone to have a fully documented life, where all
the names and dates match and everyone only uses their full given name
and spells it all exactly the same for three generations.
I don't know about you all, but I am weary of coping with the anxiety,
frustration and sometimes the grief, of these unlucky people. I have
people cry on me on a regular basis, both in person and on the phone.
It sure has me looking at all of my family's records and trying to
anticipate future stumbling blocks and correct them now. Top priority
for anyone should be making sure the name on your Social Security
account matches your birth name, and for women, your current married
name if you use it on legal documents and employment records.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky
Menzel
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 1:55 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons

I had a gentleman the other day who walked up,
spread his hands wide, and said "where am I from?" Dumbfounded and
confused I stared at him until he said he was looking for his genealogy.
When I started to ask questions I discovered that he didn't know who his
father was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a fairly
large city in Ohio. I politely handed him a family tree sheet,
suggested he fill in everything he knew and then informed him of the
times the vounteers were in. I am continuously amazed by what people
expect us to know and have access to.

Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA

99201

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091029/
bb4d1642/attachment.html
From ma.phalan at verizon.net Thu Oct 29 14:57:19 2009
From: ma.phalan at verizon.net (Mary Phalan)
Date: Thu Oct 29 14:57:22 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Missing or inaccurate records
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE83@mail.wvculture.org>
Message-ID: <328774.47440.qm@web84104.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Good advice! I checked my social security records a few years ago and discovered I
was dead! Seems like they have two computer systems, one for your current pay and
another one, which was where the erroneous info was entered. These two computers
don't talk to each other.
?
It took a good six months for me to resurrect.
?
Mary Phalan
Librarian Emeritus
Free Library of Philadelphia
--- On Thu, 10/29/09, Susan Scouras <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org> wrote:
From: Susan Scouras <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2009, 2:37 PM
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I am continuously amazed at what various government agencies think people have kept
themselves or have access to in public records.? We are spending more and more time
trying to help people who can't find their own records or their own parents'
records in order to get passports, dual citizenship (needed in many countries to
inherit property), medical benefits, pensions and?veterans benefits for widows,
etc.? Not everyone has a birth record (some state agencies are refusing delayed
birth records lately, even when the issuing state has certified it) or a death
record.? Some people don't know when and/or where their parents married, or even if
they were truly married.? People with dementia are not reliable witnesses to their
own lives or the life history of others.? A woman, with or without dementia, who
was married for 5 minutes during WWII doesn't remember the groom's full name, or
where they eloped (I think alcohol was often involved in these
stories) or where she was living when she filed for divorce--but because she
replied truthfully on a nursing home application that she was married to this
person, she (or more often, her child) has to prove both the marriage and the
divorce to rule this husband out as a potential source of income.?
?
The records agencies themselves are not helpful, in many cases, not telling
inquirers about alternative sources of information (except they tell everyone to
contact the state archives, of course), not searching for (or not training staff to
recognize) spelling variations, or declaring such a record does not exist when it
most definitely does.? Latest trick is to ignore unnamed infants when searching for
a birth, due to identity theft concerns.? There may be a wonderfully complete
record with all the blanks filled in, only the child was not given a name before
the time the birth was registered, something that was perfectly acceptable until
fairly recent times in most states. Applicants are told there is no record for that
name, and not told about the record for an unnamed child.? I don't think we should
hand out benefits or identity records like candy, but at the same time we can't
reasonably expect everyone to have a fully documented life, where all
the names and dates match and everyone only uses their full given name and spells
it all exactly the same for three generations.
?
I don't know about you all, but I am weary of coping with the anxiety, frustration
and sometimes the grief, of these unlucky people.? I have people cry on?me on a
regular basis, both in person and on the phone.? It sure has me looking at all of
my family's records and trying to anticipate future stumbling blocks and correct
them now.? Top priority for anyone should be making sure the name on?your Social
Security account matches your birth name, and for women, your current married name
if you use it on legal documents and employment records.?
?
Susan Scouras

Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV? 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
?
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Menzel
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 1:55 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons

??????????? I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his hands wide,
and said ?where am I from??? Dumbfounded and confused I stared at him until he said
he was looking for his genealogy.? When I started to ask questions I discovered
that he didn?t know who his father was, his mother was dead and he had moved here
from a fairly large city in Ohio .? I politely handed him a family tree sheet,
suggested he fill in everything he knew and then informed him of the times the
vounteers were in.? I am continuously amazed by what people expect us to know and
have access to.?
?
Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA? 99201
?
?
?
-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091029/8937f557/
attachment.html
From jshappee at lib.az.us Thu Oct 29 16:34:46 2009
From: jshappee at lib.az.us (Judy Shappee)
Date: Thu Oct 29 16:35:44 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
In-Reply-To: <E4ADEE76C20D1D45A83A539098F8ACA010A9AEE4@COBMAIL.cobnet.org>
References:
<000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org><241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patric
ksdesktop><41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F56E6@newman.spokanelibrary.org><4AE9
95CD.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov><C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA60A07370752@NYG
BS-EX1.nygbs.local>
<E4ADEE76C20D1D45A83A539098F8ACA010A9AEE4@COBMAIL.cobnet.org>
Message-ID: <71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA18502909072@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>

This is a great one!!!
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ross, Nancy
M
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 11:24 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
My "favorite" patron is the one who comes in once a year and asks me if
he can do a complete, documented genealogy on the internet without
paying anything. When I tell him no, he disappears for another year!
Nancy M Ross
Carnegie History Center
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Oct 29 17:21:44 2009
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu Oct 29 17:21:50 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Missing or inaccurate records
In-Reply-To: <328774.47440.qm@web84104.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE83@mail.wvculture.org>
<328774.47440.qm@web84104.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <4AE9C118.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Hallelujah, Mary!

Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"My life is a simple thing that would interest no one. It is a known
fact that I was born and that is all that is necessary." ~Albert
Einstein
>>> Mary Phalan <ma.phalan@verizon.net> 10/29/2009 1:57 PM >>>
Good advice! I checked my social security records a few years ago and
discovered I was dead! Seems like they have two computer systems, one
for your current pay and another one, which was where the erroneous info
was entered. These two computers don't talk to each other.
It took a good six months for me to resurrect.
Mary Phalan
Librarian Emeritus

Free Library of Philadelphia
--- On Thu, 10/29/09, Susan Scouras <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
wrote:
From: Susan Scouras <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2009, 2:37 PM
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I am continuously amazed at what various government agencies think
people have kept themselves or have access to in public records. We are
spending more and more time trying to help people who can't find their
own records or their own parents' records in order to get passports,
dual citizenship (needed in many countries to inherit property), medical

benefits, pensions and veterans benefits for widows, etc. Not everyone
has a birth record (some state agencies are refusing delayed birth
records lately, even when the issuing state has certified it) or a death
record. Some people don't know when and/or where their parents married,
or even if they were truly married. People with dementia are not
reliable witnesses to their own lives or the life history of others. A
woman, with or without dementia, who was married for 5 minutes during
WWII doesn't remember the groom's full name, or where they eloped (I
think alcohol was often involved in these
stories) or where she was living when she filed for divorce--but
because she replied truthfully on a nursing home application that she
was married to this person, she (or more often, her child) has to prove
both the marriage and the divorce to rule this husband out as a
potential source of income.
The records agencies themselves are not helpful, in many cases, not
telling inquirers about alternative sources of information (except they
tell everyone to contact the state archives, of course), not searching
for (or not training staff to recognize) spelling variations, or
declaring such a record does not exist when it most definitely does.
Latest trick is to ignore unnamed infants when searching for a birth,
due to identity theft concerns. There may be a wonderfully complete
record with all the blanks filled in, only the child was not given a
name before the time the birth was registered, something that was
perfectly acceptable until fairly recent times in most states.
Applicants are told there is no record for that name, and not told about
the record for an unnamed child. I don't think we should hand out
benefits or identity records like candy, but at the same time we can't
reasonably expect everyone to have a fully documented life, where all
the names and dates match and everyone only uses their full given name
and spells it all exactly the same for three generations.
I don't know about you all, but I am weary of coping with the anxiety,
frustration and sometimes the grief, of these unlucky people. I have
people cry on me on a regular basis, both in person and on the phone.
It sure has me looking at all of my family's records and trying to
anticipate future stumbling blocks and correct them now. Top priority
for anyone should be making sure the name on your Social Security
account matches your birth name, and for women, your current married
name if you use it on legal documents and employment records.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky
Menzel
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 1:55 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons

I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his
hands wide, and said where am I from?? Dumbfounded and confused I
stared at him until he said he was looking for his genealogy. When I
started to ask questions I discovered that he didn?t know who his
father was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a fairly
large city in Ohio . I politely handed him a family tree sheet,
suggested he fill in everything he knew and then informed him of the
times the vounteers were in. I am continuously amazed by what people
expect us to know and have access to.
Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA 99201

-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From angus12350 at yahoo.com Fri Oct 30 09:12:13 2009
From: angus12350 at yahoo.com (angus12350@yahoo.com)
Date: Fri Oct 30 09:12:16 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
In-Reply-To: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA60A07370752@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Message-ID: <638272.47590.qm@web50210.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Another option would have been to suggest he contact a library from the city in
Ohio he was from.
--- On Thu, 10/29/09, Lauren A. Maehrlein <lmaehrlein@nygbs.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Lauren A. Maehrlein <lmaehrlein@nygbs.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2009, 2:20 PM
Where are California Psychics when
you really need them?
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 East 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-626-6853
fax: 212-626-6857
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 2:17 PM

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
There are actually people who look crestfallen when they're
told they need AT LEAST a name, a place, and a date before
we can even begin.
? ? ? ? ? ?
Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"If you cannot hide the family skeletons, you might as well
make them dance."? ~George Bernard Shaw
>>> "Becky Menzel" <bmenzel@spokanelibrary.org>
10/29/2009 12:54 PM >>>
I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his
hands wide, and said "where am I from?"? Dumbfounded
and confused I
stared at him until he said he was looking for his
genealogy.? When I
started to ask questions I discovered that he didn't know
who his father
was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a
fairly large city
in Ohio.? I politely handed him a family tree sheet,
suggested he fill
in everything he knew and then informed him of the times
the vounteers
were in.? I am continuously amazed by what people
expect us to know and
have access to.?

Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA? 99201

_______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Fri Oct 30 09:28:43 2009
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Fri Oct 30 09:28:45 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
In-Reply-To: <638272.47590.qm@web50210.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
I had a man come in just a few months after I started working in the Indiana Room.
He was a local man with known mental problems, said he wasn't Tom, he was a clone
and wanted to find out where his people were. I showed him the family files, said
if we had anything it would be in there. He looked a few minutes and left.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 ext 153
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of angus12350@yahoo.com
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 9:12 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
Another option would have been to suggest he contact a library from the city in
Ohio he was from.
--- On Thu, 10/29/09, Lauren A. Maehrlein <lmaehrlein@nygbs.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Lauren A. Maehrlein <lmaehrlein@nygbs.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2009, 2:20 PM
Where are California Psychics when
you really need them?
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 East 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-626-6853
fax: 212-626-6857
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 2:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
There are actually people who look crestfallen when they're
told they need AT LEAST a name, a place, and a date before
we can even begin.
? ? ? ? ? ?
Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"If you cannot hide the family skeletons, you might as well
make them dance."? ~George Bernard Shaw
>>> "Becky Menzel" <bmenzel@spokanelibrary.org>
10/29/2009 12:54 PM >>>
I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his
hands wide, and said "where am I from?"? Dumbfounded
and confused I
stared at him until he said he was looking for his
genealogy.? When I
started to ask questions I discovered that he didn't know
who his father
was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a
fairly large city
in Ohio.? I politely handed him a family tree sheet,
suggested he fill
in everything he knew and then informed him of the times
the vounteers
were in.? I am continuously amazed by what people
expect us to know and
have access to.?

Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA? 99201

>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From cygne1 at comcast.net Fri Oct 30 10:07:19 2009
From: cygne1 at comcast.net (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri Oct 30 10:07:34 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
In-Reply-To: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
References: <638272.47590.qm@web50210.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
<DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <000d01ca596a$4fac0740$ef0415c0$@net>
Ok, I need to tell you my story of a NOT too difficult patron.
Once a year "James" visits our department and pulls the same surname
dictionary and sits down for 2-3 hours reading that book. In it, he can find
his ancestors who descend from Joseph the brother of Jesus. According to him
it is all proven because the book said so. One year we had shifted all our
books and he became extremely upset because he thought we had thrown it out.
Of course, we found the book and believe me I will never throw it away. <g>
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda Stoffer
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 9:29 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
I had a man come in just a few months after I started working in the Indiana
Room. He was a local man with known mental problems, said he wasn't Tom, he
was a clone and wanted to find out where his people were. I showed him the

family files, said if we had anything it would be in there. He looked a few
minutes and left.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 ext 153
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
angus12350@yahoo.com
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 9:12 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
Another option would have been to suggest he contact a library from the city
in Ohio he was from.
--- On Thu, 10/29/09, Lauren A. Maehrlein <lmaehrlein@nygbs.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Lauren A. Maehrlein <lmaehrlein@nygbs.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2009, 2:20 PM
Where are California Psychics when
you really need them?
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 East 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-626-6853
fax: 212-626-6857
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 2:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
There are actually people who look crestfallen when they're
told they need AT LEAST a name, a place, and a date before
we can even begin.
? ? ? ? ? ?
Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084

> E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
>
> "If you cannot hide the family skeletons, you might as well
> make them dance."? ~George Bernard Shaw
>
>
> >>> "Becky Menzel" <bmenzel@spokanelibrary.org>
> 10/29/2009 12:54 PM >>>
> I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his
> hands wide, and said "where am I from?"? Dumbfounded
> and confused I
> stared at him until he said he was looking for his
> genealogy.? When I
> started to ask questions I discovered that he didn't know
> who his father
> was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a
> fairly large city
> in Ohio.? I politely handed him a family tree sheet,
> suggested he fill
> in everything he knew and then informed him of the times
> the vounteers
> were in.? I am continuously amazed by what people
> expect us to know and
> have access to.?
>
>
>
> Becky Menzel
>
> Spokane Public Library
>
> 906 W. Main Ave.
>
> Spokane, WA? 99201
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Oct 30 10:48:55 2009
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Fri Oct 30 10:49:01 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest Footnotes database
In-Reply-To: <4AE98C50.5E1A.00C0.0@rihs.org>
References: <20091029160018.C4156D044D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<4AE98C50.5E1A.00C0.0@rihs.org>
Message-ID: <54421.168.12.1.151.1256914135.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>

No, much more varied content in Footnote.com plus it has other features
that heritage Quest doesn't
Laura
Lee Teverow wrote:
> Has anyone done a comparison of Footnotes and Heritage Quest? Would
having
> both databases be redundant?
>
> Lee
>
> Ms. Lee Teverow, MLS
> Reference Librarian
> RIHS Library
> 121 Hope St.
> Providence, RI
02906
> 401-273-8107 ext. 10
> lteverow@rihs.org
>
www.rihs.org
>
> Visit our New Blog
http://rihs.wordpress.com/
>
>
>>>>
<genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> 10/29/2009 12:00 PM
>>>
> Send genealib mailing list submissions to
>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> To subscribe or
unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> or, via
email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
>
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> You can reach
the person managing the list at
>

genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> When replying,
please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
> than
"Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
>
>
> Today's Topics:
>
>
1. footnote.com (Annewhite
Fuller)
>
2. RE: footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes
Footnote.com
>
Available to Libraries (Patrick M. Lofft)
>
3. footnote.com (Annewhite Fuller)
>
4. PAF on public
computers? (Tom M. Mueller)
>
5. RUSA online courses:
registration closing VERY soon! (Liz Markel)
>
6. West Virginia
Vital Research Records online database
>
(Susan Scouras)
>
>
>
--------------------------------------------------------------------->
> Message: 1
> Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 15:15:51
-0500
>
From: "Annewhite Fuller"
<afuller@hpl.lib.al.us>
> Subject: [Genealib]
footnote.com
> To: "'Librarians Serving
Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Message-ID: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> This morning I was told by our library's database manager that
EBSCO is
> taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I
missed this news and
> have you heard about this?
>
>
>
> Annewhite
>
>
>
> Annewhite T. Fuller
>
> Manager
>

> Heritage Room
>
> Huntsville-Madison County Public
Library
>
> PO Box 443
>
> Huntsville,
Alabama 35804-0443
>
> 256.532.5969
>
>
256.532.5997(fax)
>
> afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL:
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/9df00868/
attachment-0001.html
>
> ----------------------------->
>
Message: 2
> Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 13:21:36 -0700
>
From: "Patrick M. Lofft" <pmlofft@comcast.net>
>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes
>
Footnote.com
Available to Libraries
> To: "'Librarians
Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Message-ID:
<241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com Available to Libraries
>
> ~EBSCO Publishing Becomes Worldwide Library Distributor
of FootnoteT
>
> Historical Digital Archive and Genealogy
Database ~
>
>
>
>
http://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/thisTopic-dbTopic-1276.pdf
>

> http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6
>
<http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6&topicID=1279>
> &topicID=1279
>
>
>
>
_____
>
>
From:
genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annewhite
> Fuller
> Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:16 PM
> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
> Subject: [Genealib]
footnote.com
>
>
>
> This morning I was
told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
> taking over
the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
>
have you heard about this?
>
>
>
>
Annewhite
>
>
>
> Annewhite T.
Fuller
>
> Manager
>
> Heritage Room
>
> Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
>
> PO Box 443
>
> Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
>
> 256.532.5969
>
> 256.532.5997(fax)
>
> afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>

> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML
attachment was scrubbed...
> URL:
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/4c99abad/
attachment-0001.html
>
> ----------------------------->
>
Message: 3
> Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 15:56:16 -0500
>
From: "Annewhite Fuller" <afuller@hpl.lib.al.us>
> Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
> To: "'Librarians
Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Message-ID:
<002a01ca5811$17464550$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
> Content-Type:
text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> Thank you
for your responses. I certainly missed this information.
>
>
>
> Annewhite
>
>
>
> Annewhite T. Fuller
>
> Manager
>
> Heritage Room
>
> Huntsville-Madison County Public
Library
>
> PO Box 443
>
> Huntsville,
Alabama 35804-0443
>
> 256.532.5969
>
>
256.532.5997(fax)
>
> afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

> URL:
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/cdd9d172/
attachment-0001.html
>
> ----------------------------->
>
Message: 4
> Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 17:12:04 -0400
>
From: "Tom M. Mueller"
<Tom.Mueller@citruslibraries.org>
> Subject: [Genealib] PAF
on public computers?
> To: "Librarians Serving
Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
Message-ID:
>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F448F68@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> Do any of you have PAF loaded on public computers?
>
> If so, is special permission from the LDS?
>
>
>
> Please respond off-list.
>
>
>
>
>
> Thank you,
>
>
>
> Tom Mueller MLS
>
> Lakes Region
Library
>
> 1511 Druid Rd.
>
>
Inverness, FL 34452
>
> ph: 352 726-2357
>
> fax: 352 726-2814
>
> -------------- next part
--------------

> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>
URL:
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/21a73e3e/
attachment-0001.html
>
> ----------------------------->
>
Message: 5
> Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 17:09:39 -0400
>
From: "Liz Markel" <lmarkel@ala.org>
> Subject:
[Genealib] RUSA online courses: registration closing VERY
>
soon!
> To: "Liz Markel" <lmarkel@ala.org>
> Message-ID:
<647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8013C5E6E@BE144.mail.lan>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> We're holding registration for "The Reference Interview",
a RUSA online
> course, open through the end of the day tomorrow
(Thursday).
>
> There are only a few spots left for this
session, Nov.2-Dec. 18-don't'
> miss out!
>
>
>
> Coursework for "The Reference Interview" is
completed at your own pace,
> with a few scheduled chat sessions
to help you practice the reference
> interview process. Chat
sessions will be scheduled after the course
> begins.
>
> A complete description is here:
>
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/referenceinterview/in
> dex.cfm
>
>
>
>
***********************************
>
> Registration for
our popular "Genealogy 101" online class--the Nov.
>
9-Dec. 23 session--will close at the end of the day next Wednesday,
> November 4.

>
> This course is completely
asynchronous, and is taught by genealogy
> expert Jack Simpson, a
longtime RUSA History Section member. It's an
> excellent
professional development opportunity for librarians in all
> types
of libraries looking to expand their reference desk skill set, or
> brush up on current research techniques in the field.
>
> A complete description is here:
>
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/genealogy101/index.cf
> m
>
>
>
>
***********************************
>
> Both of these
classes have an extra week built into the session for the
>
Thanksgiving holiday.
>
> We also have group rates
available for 2 or more registrants from the
> same library or
library system. Contact me directly at lmarkel@ala.org.
>
>
>
> Register online now (copy and paste this
link):
>
>
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=eventsdist&Template=/Conference/
> ConferenceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=D
>
>
>
> Know a colleague or friend who might be interested?
Please forward this
> message to them.
>
>
>
> See you in class!
>
> Liz F. Markel,
M.A.
>
> Marketing Specialist
>
>
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
>

> Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)
>
>
>
> The American Library Association // 50 E.
Huron Street // Chicago, IL
> 60611
>
>
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e.
lmarkel@ala.org
>
> Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/rusa
&
> www.ala.org/ascla
>
>
>
> Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to
our blog RSS feeds!
>
> RUSA:
http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
>
> ASCLA:
http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/
>
>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was
scrubbed...
> URL:
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/c8e6d1ce/
attachment-0001.html
>
> ----------------------------->
>
Message: 6
> Date: Thu, 29 Oct 2009 09:51:37 -0400
>
From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
> Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia Vital Research Records online
>
database
> To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Message-ID:
>
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE82@mail.wvculture.org>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> The West Virginia Vital Research Records (VRR) online database,
free on
> the Archives and History section of the West Virginia

Division of
> Culture and History Web site is only a few Kanawha
County marriage
> records away from being completely loaded with
all eligible birth, death
> and marriage records. Probably more
important to most users is the
> completion of the long-awaited
move of the database to new servers. No
> more timing out on even
simple searches--search the surname "Smith" on
> the
largest of the databases, death records, and all 26,857 names come
> up in 2 or 3 seconds. The "similar" search is
functioning, and no
> matter how many * and _ you use in the
search boxes, searches are not
> being rejected or timing out so
far. The images will remain over-size
> on the screen and require
scrolling up and down and side to side to see
> the full image,
but will print in full on letter-size paper; however,
> some
shrink so much when printed that they are not truly legible. We
>
will have to live with those limitations. The research historian side
> of me is not pleased that it is not possible to cite the precise
book
> for the county record entries, but I have suggested
compiling a list of
> the county books as numbered and labeled
with their date ranges for user
> reference and posting it on our
Web site with a link from the search
> pages. You would not
always be able to figure out which book your page
> is from since
many counties have overlapping date ranges in their
> ledgers
(separate books kept in the magistrate districts, etc.), but you
>
would be able to do so often.
>
> West Virginia Vital
Research Records main search page is
>
http://www.wvculture.org/vrr/va_select.aspx. VRR also is linked from
> our homepage, http://www.wvculture.org/history, as "Births,
Deaths and
> Marriages" and as "Vital Research
Records."
>
> The most recent issue of West Virginia
Archives and History News, our
> monthly newsletter posted online
at
> http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html
>

<http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html> , features
an
> updated explanatory article about VRR. The article is also
available in
> PDF format, listed under "Staff Research
Guides" on the Archives page,
>
http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html
>
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html> , and from a link
on
> the main VRR search page. We strongly suggest that all users
read the
> updated article before using the database so they
understand the
> possibilities and limitations of the digitized
images and the indexing.
> Also under "Staff Research
Guides" you will find "Quick Guide to West
> Virginia
Birth Records," "Quick Guide to West Virginia Death
Records,"
> and "Quick Guide to West Virginia Marriage
Records." Each Quick Guide
> gives date ranges and a summary
of the scope of records available for
> that time period, and
where they can be found. These Quick Guides were
> updated in
September 2009 and are also in PDF format. The full
> newsletter
articles from which these Quick Guides were extracted and
>
updated are cited at the bottom of each quick guide, and are linked
from
> within the VRR article. (All back issues of Archives and
History News
> are posted on our Web site with basic indexes by
subject and title.) The
> articles and the Quick Guides may be
printed for distribution as
> handouts, or may be reprinted in
another publication, as long as the
> source is properly cited.
>
> An e-mail link is available at the bottom of every
search page and
> search results page to report broken links and
transcription errors. We
> can not alter or contradict the
original records, but will consider
> adding cross-indexed
alternate information on a case by case basis.
> With the new
servers finally allowing us to run checks on some obvious
>
potential errors, such as a 1795 birth date, we are making many
>
corrections ourselves, or adding explanatory notes. (Certain

>
curiosities are coming to light, such as some very early delayed birth
> records that were added during the early 1900's during one of the
peak
> ages of genealogy by the children of the people whose
births were
> recorded, when the people in question were most
likely long deceased.)
>
>
> We know we have
many pleased VRR users already, and we are very happy to
> be
providing this free access to public records. By the way, if anyone
> can cite actual proof that genealogy Web sites and libraries are
being
> used by identity thieves, please share that information.
The last
> surveys and studies I read were done several years ago,
and the
> conclusion at that time was that identity theft was
occuring when
> wallets/purses were stolen, mail or trash stolen
or read, someone had
> access to the victim's house and computer,
or by phishing scams online.
>
>
> Susan
Scouras
> Librarian
> WV Archives and History Library
> The Culture Center
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
>
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
> (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
>
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An
HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL:
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091029/f2aec9ad/
attachment-0001.html
>
> ----------------------------->
>
_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing
list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> End of genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 21

>
****************************************
>
_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing
list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke
County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091030/28168cdc/
attachment-0001.html
From jlyles at cvrls.net Fri Oct 30 11:30:26 2009
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Fri Oct 30 11:30:15 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <000d01ca596a$4fac0740$ef0415c0$@net>
References:
<638272.47590.qm@web50210.mail.re2.yahoo.com><DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1
E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
<000d01ca596a$4fac0740$ef0415c0$@net>
Message-ID: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA6@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
All,
Seeking your opinions on a digital project that we are working on for
digitizing and display of yearbooks... Instead of Contentdm we chose to
a flash & xml based solution. We think this is a nice interactive way to
include yearbooks online but no searching in allowed. Before we go full
blast on the project we wanted feedback. Your opinions are appreciated.
This is a work in progress not all the yearbook links work only
1912-1919
http://www.cvrlsarchives.org/?p=core/index&f=cricket
thanks
John Lyles
Archivist
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
From deemails at gmail.com Fri Oct 30 11:38:15 2009
From: deemails at gmail.com (Dee Whiting)
Date: Fri Oct 30 11:38:29 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA6@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>

References:
<638272.47590.qm@web50210.mail.re2.yahoo.com><DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1
E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
<000d01ca596a$4fac0740$ef0415c0$@net>
<D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA6@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <004401ca5977$0117fcd0$0347f670$@com>
Websites that have a mind of their own may be attractive, but being able to
search is vital.
Dee Whiting
La Costa Family History Room
3205 Fosca St.
Carlsbad, CA 92009
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lyles, John
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 8:30 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
All,
Seeking your opinions on a digital project that we are working on for
digitizing and display of yearbooks... Instead of Contentdm we chose to
a flash & xml based solution. We think this is a nice interactive way to
include yearbooks online but no searching in allowed. Before we go full
blast on the project we wanted feedback. Your opinions are appreciated.
This is a work in progress not all the yearbook links work only
1912-1919
http://www.cvrlsarchives.org/?p=core/index&f=cricket
thanks
John Lyles
Archivist
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org Fri Oct 30 11:41:56 2009
From: Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org (Van Skaik, Patricia)
Date: Fri Oct 30 11:42:00 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <004401ca5977$0117fcd0$0347f670$@com>
Message-ID: <79820AB5A3CEDB458D5287ABEAC6128902D6F3330E@PLCHEXCH01.PLCH.NET>
I couldn't agree more with Dee.
customers want.

The ability to search is at the heart of what our

Patricia M. Van Skaik
Manager, History and Genealogy Department
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County

(513) 369-6908
patricia.vanskaik@cincinnatilibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Dee Whiting
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 11:38 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
Websites that have a mind of their own may be attractive, but being able to
search is vital.
Dee Whiting
La Costa Family History Room
3205 Fosca St.
Carlsbad, CA 92009
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lyles, John
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 8:30 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
All,
Seeking your opinions on a digital project that we are working on for
digitizing and display of yearbooks... Instead of Contentdm we chose to
a flash & xml based solution. We think this is a nice interactive way to
include yearbooks online but no searching in allowed. Before we go full
blast on the project we wanted feedback. Your opinions are appreciated.
This is a work in progress not all the yearbook links work only
1912-1919
http://www.cvrlsarchives.org/?p=core/index&f=cricket
thanks
John Lyles
Archivist
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Fri Oct 30 11:57:46 2009
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Fri Oct 30 11:57:49 2009

Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA6@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
References:
<638272.47590.qm@web50210.mail.re2.yahoo.com><DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1
E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
<000d01ca596a$4fac0740$ef0415c0$@net>
<D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA6@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <WC20091030155746.900125@tcpclibrary.org>
I have to agree that searching and finding rules the day.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Lyles, John" <jlyles@cvrls.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 2009 11:30:26 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
All,
Seeking your opinions on a digital project that we are working on for
digitizing and display of yearbooks... Instead of Contentdm we chose to
a flash & xml based solution. We think this is a nice interactive way to
include yearbooks online but no searching in allowed. Before we go full
blast on the project we wanted feedback. Your opinions are appreciated.
This is a work in progress not all the yearbook links work only
1912-1919
http://www.cvrlsarchives.org/?p=core/index&f=cricket
thanks
John Lyles
Archivist
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091030/36801a8f/
attachment.html
From jlyles at cvrls.net Fri Oct 30 12:00:04 2009
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Fri Oct 30 11:59:51 2009

Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <WC20091030155746.900125@tcpclibrary.org>
References:
<638272.47590.qm@web50210.mail.re2.yahoo.com><DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1
E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us><000d01ca596a$4fac0740$ef0415c0$@net><D82C6B08AFAA894
CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA6@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
<WC20091030155746.900125@tcpclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA7@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
So without the ability to search providing access to the item
electronically is fruitless?

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Oathout
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 11:58 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks

I have to agree that searching and finding rules the day.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: "Lyles, John" <jlyles@cvrls.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 2009 11:30:26 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
All,
Seeking your opinions on a digital project that we are working
on for
digitizing and display of yearbooks... Instead of Contentdm we
chose to
a flash & xml based solution. We think this is a nice
interactive way to
include yearbooks online but no searching in allowed. Before we
go full
blast on the project we wanted feedback. Your opinions are

appreciated.
This is a work in progress not all the yearbook links work only
1912-1919
http://www.cvrlsarchives.org/?p=core/index&f=cricket
thanks
John Lyles
Archivist
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091030/
bd211971/attachment.html
From SKirby at environcorp.com Fri Oct 30 12:04:38 2009
From: SKirby at environcorp.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri Oct 30 12:04:42 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
Message-ID:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAA01E76B33@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>
Yes - no search = I don't use.
Remember also (I'm sure you've done this) - yearbooks are mostly still
under copyright. And, there may be more than one copyright holder
(school for the text, professional photographer for the student photos,
someone else for event photos, etc.)
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby, MLIS | Research Associate
ENVIRON International Corporation | www.environcorp.com
<http://www.environcorp.com/>
| 8725 W. Higgins Road, Suite 725 |
Chicago, Illinois 60631
V: 773-272-3521 | F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or otherwise
protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive use of the
Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the addressee,
you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please
contact the sender by electronic reply to email@environcorp.com and immediately
delete all copies of the message.
From pmlofft at comcast.net Fri Oct 30 12:13:31 2009
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick M. Lofft)
Date: Fri Oct 30 12:13:54 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAA01E76B33@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>

References:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAA01E76B33@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>
Message-ID: <4548BF99610844539FB8D4C7062207DE@Patricksdesktop>
Before accepting as frustrating:
"Remember also (I'm sure you've done this) - yearbooks are mostly still
under copyright. And, there may be more than one copyright holder (school
for the text, professional photographer for the student photos, someone else
for event photos, etc.)
Utilize the flow chart on page 110 of "Copyright and Cultural Institutions:
Guidelines for Digitization for U.S. Libraries, Archives, and Museums,"
For free download at:
http://*papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1495365>http://*papers.s
srn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1495365>
>
>and <<http://*hdl.handle.net/1813/14142>http://*hdl.handle.net/1813/14142>.
>
><archives@forums.archivists.org>
>
>[please cross post]
>
>Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines for Digitization for
>U.S. Libraries, Archives, and Museums by Peter B. Hirtle, Emily Hudson,
>and Andrew T. Kenyon was published today by Cornell University Library.
>A description of the 260 page book with instructions on how to download
>a free PDF copy follows. Printed copies are also available for $39.95
>from CreateSpace and, in a few weeks, from Amazon. Please consider
>asking your employer to get a print copy if you can't afford one
>yourself.
>
>While written with digital issues in mind, there is much in the book
>that would be useful to anyone who wants to understand better copyright
>issues in American cultural institutions.
>
> From
>http://*communications.library.cornell.edu/com/news/PressReleases/manual.cf
m:
>
>Cornell University Library Publishes New Digitization Manual
>
>'Copyright and Cultural Institutions' Will Assist Cultural Heritage
>Institutions
>
>ITHACA, N.Y. (Oct. 29, 2009) - How can cultural heritage institutions
>legally use the Internet to improve public access to the rich
>collections they hold?
>
>"Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines for Digitization for
>U.S. Libraries, Archives, and Museums," a new book by published today
>by Cornell University Library, can help professionals at these
>institutions answer that question.
>
>Based on a well-received Australian manual written by Emily Hudson and
>Andrew T. Kenyon of the University of Melbourne, the book has been
>developed by Cornell University Library's senior policy advisor Peter
>B. Hirtle, along with Hudson and Kenyon, to conform to American law and
>practice.
>

>The development of new digital technologies has led to fundamental
>changes in the ways that cultural institutions fulfill their public
>missions of access, preservation, research, and education. Many
>institutions are developing publicly accessible Web sites that allow
>users to visit online exhibitions, search collection databases, access
>images of collection items, and in some cases create their own digital
>content.
>Digitization, however, also raises the
>possibility of copyright infringement. It is imperative that staff in
>libraries, archives, and museums understand fundamental copyright
>principles and how institutional procedures can be affected by the law.
>
>"Copyright and Cultural Institutions" was written to assist
>understanding and compliance with copyright law. It addresses the
>basics of copyright law and the exclusive rights of the copyright
>owner, the major exemptions used by cultural heritage institutions, and
>stresses the importance of "risk assessment" when conducting any
>digitization project. Case studies on digitizing oral histories and
>student work are also included.
>
>Hirtle is the former director of the Cornell Institute for Digital
>Collections, and the book evolved from his recognition of the need for
>such a guide when he led museum and library digitization projects.
>After reading Hudson and Kenyon's Australian guidelines, he realized
>that an American edition would be invaluable to anyone contemplating a
>digital edition.
>
>Anne R. Kenney, the Carl A. Kroch University Librarian at Cornell
>University, noted: "The Library has a long tradition of making
>available to other professionals the products of its research and
>expertise. I am delighted that this new volume can join the ranks with
>award-winning library publications on digitization and preservation."
>
>As an experiment in open-access publishing, the Library has made the
>work available in two formats. Print copies of the work are available
>from CreateSpace, an Amazon subsidiary. In addition, the entire text is
>available as a free download through eCommons, Cornell University's
>institutional repository, and from SSRN.com, which already distributes
>the Australian guidelines.
>
>Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines for Digitization for
>U.S. Libraries, Archives, and Museums by Peter B. Hirtle, Emily Hudson,
>and Andrew T. Kenyon. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Library, 2009.
>ISBN:
><http://*cornell.worldcat.org/search?q=+ti%3A+au%3A+kw%3A0935995102&qt=adva
nced>978-0-935995-10-7.
>
>Price: $39.95. Available for purchase at
><https://*www.*createspace.com/3405063>https://*www.*createspace.com/34
>05063,
>and for free download at:
><<http://*papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1495365>http://*p
>apers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1495365>
>
>and <<http://*hdl.handle.net/1813/14142>http://*hdl.handle.net/1813/14142>.
>
>About Cornell University Library
>
>Cornell University is an Ivy League institution and New York's

>land-grant university. Among the top ten academic research libraries in
>the country, Cornell University Library reflects the university's
>distinctive mix of eminent scholarship and democratic ideals. The
>Library offers cutting-edge programs and facilities, a full spectrum of
>services, extensive collections that represent the depth and breadth of
>the university, and a deep network of digital resources. Its impact
>reaches beyond campus boundaries with initiatives that extend the land
>grant mission to a global focus. To learn more, visit
><http://*library.cornell.edu>library.cornell.edu.
>
>-------------------------------------------------------------->Peter B. Hirtle
>Member, SAA IP Working Group
>Senior Policy Advisor
>Cornell University Library
>221 Olin Library
>Ithaca, NY 14853
>peter.hirtle@cornell.edu
>t. 607.255-4033
>f. 607.255-2493
>http://*vivo.cornell.edu/individual/vivo/individual23436
>--------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>The ARCHIVES & ARCHIVISTS (A&A) LIST is sponsored by the Society of
>American Archivists (SAA). The opinions expressed on the A&A List do
>not necessarily represent those of SAA and are not endorsed by the Society.
>
>To post to the list, send messages to archives@forums.archivists.org.
>
>To unsubscribe or to modify your subscription settings, log in at:
>http://*www.*archivists.org/listservs/change.asp
>
>To read the list archives:
>September 2006 to Present:
>http://*forums.archivists.org/read/?forum=archives
>April 1993 to September 2006:
>http://*listserv.muohio.edu/archives/archives.html
>
>To view the A&A List Terms of Participation, visit:
>http://*www.*archivists.org/listservs/arch_listserv_terms.asp
>
>A&A List Coordinator:
>Meghan Petersen
>mpetersen@archivists.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 9:05 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
Yes - no search = I don't use.
Remember also (I'm sure you've done this) - yearbooks are mostly still
under copyright. And, there may be more than one copyright holder
(school for the text, professional photographer for the student photos,

someone else for event photos, etc.)
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby, MLIS | Research Associate
ENVIRON International Corporation | www.environcorp.com
<http://www.environcorp.com/>
| 8725 W. Higgins Road, Suite 725 |
Chicago, Illinois 60631
V: 773-272-3521 | F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or
otherwise protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive
use of the Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of
the addressee, you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone
the message or any information contained within. If you have received this
message in error, please contact the sender by electronic reply to
email@environcorp.com and immediately delete all copies of the message.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From stirkk at juno.com Fri Oct 30 12:11:09 2009
From: stirkk at juno.com (Kate Stirk)
Date: Fri Oct 30 12:14:06 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
Message-ID: <20091030.121109.4051.1@webmail16.vgs.untd.com>
Yes, if the patron can't search they won't use the electronic resource. They aren't
going to thumb through it, like a print volume.
Easy, quick, intuitive searching capability is critical for any online material.

Kate Stirk, Campus Librarian
Chattahoochee Technical College, North Metro campus
Regent, Etowah Chapter NSDAR
StirkK@Juno.com
"But you see, just because we've been ... dealt a certain hand...it doesn't mean
that we can't choose to rise above --- to conquer the boundaries of a destiny that
none of us wanted." --Edward Cullen, vampire [Twilight, pg 307, by Stephanie
Meyer]
____________________________________________________________
The Art Institutes
Get Info on our Media Arts Programs - Film, Audio, Web & More!
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL2131/c?
cp=CldiU4jr_XncTe8iSC6ezQAAJz1KeCAQKirST06u4TGMjnfWAAQAAAAFAAAAAIRlz4AAAMlAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAhBQAAAAAA=
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Fri Oct 30 12:21:42 2009
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Oct 30 12:56:42 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA7@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>

References: <638272.47590.qm@web50210.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
<DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
<000d01ca596a$4fac0740$ef0415c0$@net>
<D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA6@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
<WC20091030155746.900125@tcpclibrary.org>
<D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991EA7@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0910300921q6882da62l77ec01d87773d846@mail.gmail.com>
These are terrific John.
Very user friendly - easy to browse in a book-like format.
If this format doesn't permit searching it would be easy to create a
separate index to the yearbooks. Index them as analytics directly into your
online catalog and use the 856 field to hyperlink these digital yearbooks to
the index citations.
Having electronic access - trumps no access.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com

On Fri, Oct 30, 2009 at 12:00 PM, Lyles, John <jlyles@cvrls.net> wrote:
> So without the ability to search providing access to the item
> electronically is fruitless?
>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091030/
a8046ec5/attachment.html
From graymatters at windstream.net Thu Oct 29 22:56:20 2009
From: graymatters at windstream.net (Martha Grenzeback)
Date: Fri Oct 30 12:56:59 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest Footnotes database
In-Reply-To: <4AE98C50.5E1A.00C0.0@rihs.org>
References: <20091029160018.C4156D044D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<4AE98C50.5E1A.00C0.0@rihs.org>
Message-ID: <91.2C.07193.5065AEA4@lrcmmta08>
They don't really overlap, except for some censuses. Although
HeritageQuest does have a Revolutionary Pension File database, it
includes only the 10 most important pages, while Footnote provides
the entire file. Footnote provides images of many records from the
National Archives, while HQ has a lot of digitized books (county
histories, genealogies, etc.).
Martha Grenzeback
graymatters@windstream.net

At 11:36 AM 10/29/2009, Lee Teverow wrote:
>Has anyone done a comparison of Footnotes and Heritage Quest? Would

>having both databases be redundant?
>
>Lee
>
>Ms. Lee Teverow, MLS
>Reference Librarian
>RIHS Library
>121 Hope St.
>Providence, RI 02906
>401-273-8107 ext. 10
>lteverow@rihs.org
>www.rihs.org
>
>Visit our New Blog http://rihs.wordpress.com/
>
>
> >>> <genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> 10/29/2009 12:00 PM >>>
>Send genealib mailing list submissions to
>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
>To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
>
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
>You can reach the person managing the list at
>
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
>When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
>than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
>
>
>Today's Topics:
>
>
1. footnote.com (Annewhite Fuller)
>
2. RE: footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com
>
Available to Libraries (Patrick M. Lofft)
>
3. footnote.com (Annewhite Fuller)
>
4. PAF on public computers? (Tom M. Mueller)
>
5. RUSA online courses: registration closing VERY soon! (Liz Markel)
>
6. West Virginia Vital Research Records online database
>
(Susan Scouras)
>
>
>--------------------------------------------------------------------->
>Message: 1
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 15:15:51 -0500
>From: "Annewhite Fuller" <afuller@hpl.lib.al.us>
>Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>This morning I was told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
>taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
>have you heard about this?
>

>
>
>Annewhite
>
>
>
>Annewhite T. Fuller
>
>Manager
>
>Heritage Room
>
>Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
>
>PO Box 443
>
>Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
>
>256.532.5969
>
>256.532.5997(fax)
>
>afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/9df00868/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 2
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 13:21:36 -0700
>From: "Patrick M. Lofft" <pmlofft@comcast.net>
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes
>
Footnote.com
Available to Libraries
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID: <241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com Available to Libraries
>
>~EBSCO Publishing Becomes Worldwide Library Distributor of FootnoteT
>
>Historical Digital Archive and Genealogy Database ~
>
>
>
>http://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/thisTopic-dbTopic-1276.pdf
>
>http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6
><http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6&topicID=1279>
>&topicID=1279
>

>
>
>
_____
>
>From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annewhite
>Fuller
>Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:16 PM
>To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
>Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
>
>
>
>This morning I was told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
>taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
>have you heard about this?
>
>
>
>Annewhite
>
>
>
>Annewhite T. Fuller
>
>Manager
>
>Heritage Room
>
>Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
>
>PO Box 443
>
>Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
>
>256.532.5969
>
>256.532.5997(fax)
>
>afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/4c99abad/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 3
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 15:56:16 -0500
>From: "Annewhite Fuller" <afuller@hpl.lib.al.us>
>Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID: <002a01ca5811$17464550$5d02010a@hplnet.org>

>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>Thank you for your responses. I certainly missed this information.
>
>
>
>Annewhite
>
>
>
>Annewhite T. Fuller
>
>Manager
>
>Heritage Room
>
>Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
>
>PO Box 443
>
>Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
>
>256.532.5969
>
>256.532.5997(fax)
>
>afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/cdd9d172/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 4
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 17:12:04 -0400
>From: "Tom M. Mueller" <Tom.Mueller@citruslibraries.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] PAF on public computers?
>To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID:
>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F448F68@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>Do any of you have PAF loaded on public computers?
>
>If so, is special permission from the LDS?
>
>
>
>Please respond off-list.
>
>
>
>

>
>Thank you,
>
>
>
>Tom Mueller MLS
>
>Lakes Region Library
>
>1511 Druid Rd.
>
>Inverness, FL 34452
>
>ph: 352 726-2357
>
>fax: 352 726-2814
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/21a73e3e/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 5
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 17:09:39 -0400
>From: "Liz Markel" <lmarkel@ala.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] RUSA online courses: registration closing VERY
>
soon!
>To: "Liz Markel" <lmarkel@ala.org>
>Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8013C5E6E@BE144.mail.lan>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>We're holding registration for "The Reference Interview", a RUSA online
>course, open through the end of the day tomorrow (Thursday).
>
>There are only a few spots left for this session, Nov.2-Dec. 18-don't'
>miss out!
>
>
>
>Coursework for "The Reference Interview" is completed at your own pace,
>with a few scheduled chat sessions to help you practice the reference
>interview process. Chat sessions will be scheduled after the course
>begins.
>
>A complete description is here:
>http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/referenceinterview/in
>dex.cfm
>
>
>
>***********************************
>
>Registration for our popular "Genealogy 101" online class--the Nov.
>9-Dec. 23 session--will close at the end of the day next Wednesday,
>November 4.

>
>This course is completely asynchronous, and is taught by genealogy
>expert Jack Simpson, a longtime RUSA History Section member. It's an
>excellent professional development opportunity for librarians in all
>types of libraries looking to expand their reference desk skill set, or
>brush up on current research techniques in the field.
>
>A complete description is here:
>http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/genealogy101/index.cf
>m
>
>
>
>***********************************
>
>Both of these classes have an extra week built into the session for the
>Thanksgiving holiday.
>
>We also have group rates available for 2 or more registrants from the
>same library or library system. Contact me directly at lmarkel@ala.org.
>
>
>
>Register online now (copy and paste this link):
>
>http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=eventsdist&Template=/Conference/
>ConferenceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=D
>
>
>
>Know a colleague or friend who might be interested? Please forward this
>message to them.
>
>
>
>See you in class!
>
>Liz F. Markel, M.A.
>
>Marketing Specialist
>
>Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
>
>Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)
>
>
>
>The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
>60611
>
>800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel@ala.org
>
>Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/rusa
&
>www.ala.org/ascla
>
>
>
>Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
>

>RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
>
>ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/
>
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/c8e6d1ce/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 6
>Date: Thu, 29 Oct 2009 09:51:37 -0400
>From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia Vital Research Records online
>
database
>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID:
>
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE82@mail.wvculture.org>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>The West Virginia Vital Research Records (VRR) online database, free on
>the Archives and History section of the West Virginia Division of
>Culture and History Web site is only a few Kanawha County marriage
>records away from being completely loaded with all eligible birth, death
>and marriage records. Probably more important to most users is the
>completion of the long-awaited move of the database to new servers. No
>more timing out on even simple searches--search the surname "Smith" on
>the largest of the databases, death records, and all 26,857 names come
>up in 2 or 3 seconds. The "similar" search is functioning, and no
>matter how many * and _ you use in the search boxes, searches are not
>being rejected or timing out so far. The images will remain over-size
>on the screen and require scrolling up and down and side to side to see
>the full image, but will print in full on letter-size paper; however,
>some shrink so much when printed that they are not truly legible. We
>will have to live with those limitations. The research historian side
>of me is not pleased that it is not possible to cite the precise book
>for the county record entries, but I have suggested compiling a list of
>the county books as numbered and labeled with their date ranges for user
>reference and posting it on our Web site with a link from the search
>pages. You would not always be able to figure out which book your page
>is from since many counties have overlapping date ranges in their
>ledgers (separate books kept in the magistrate districts, etc.), but you
>would be able to do so often.
>
>West Virginia Vital Research Records main search page is
>http://www.wvculture.org/vrr/va_select.aspx. VRR also is linked from
>our homepage, http://www.wvculture.org/history, as "Births, Deaths and
>Marriages" and as "Vital Research Records."
>
>The most recent issue of West Virginia Archives and History News, our
>monthly newsletter posted online at
>http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html
><http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html> , features an
>updated explanatory article about VRR. The article is also available in

>PDF format, listed under "Staff Research Guides" on the Archives page,
>http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html
><http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html> , and from a link on
>the main VRR search page. We strongly suggest that all users read the
>updated article before using the database so they understand the
>possibilities and limitations of the digitized images and the indexing.
>Also under "Staff Research Guides" you will find "Quick Guide to West
>Virginia Birth Records," "Quick Guide to West Virginia Death Records,"
>and "Quick Guide to West Virginia Marriage Records." Each Quick Guide
>gives date ranges and a summary of the scope of records available for
>that time period, and where they can be found. These Quick Guides were
>updated in September 2009 and are also in PDF format. The full
>newsletter articles from which these Quick Guides were extracted and
>updated are cited at the bottom of each quick guide, and are linked from
>within the VRR article. (All back issues of Archives and History News
>are posted on our Web site with basic indexes by subject and title.) The
>articles and the Quick Guides may be printed for distribution as
>handouts, or may be reprinted in another publication, as long as the
>source is properly cited.
>
>An e-mail link is available at the bottom of every search page and
>search results page to report broken links and transcription errors. We
>can not alter or contradict the original records, but will consider
>adding cross-indexed alternate information on a case by case basis.
>With the new servers finally allowing us to run checks on some obvious
>potential errors, such as a 1795 birth date, we are making many
>corrections ourselves, or adding explanatory notes. (Certain
>curiosities are coming to light, such as some very early delayed birth
>records that were added during the early 1900's during one of the peak
>ages of genealogy by the children of the people whose births were
>recorded, when the people in question were most likely long deceased.)
>
>
>We know we have many pleased VRR users already, and we are very happy to
>be providing this free access to public records. By the way, if anyone
>can cite actual proof that genealogy Web sites and libraries are being
>used by identity thieves, please share that information. The last
>surveys and studies I read were done several years ago, and the
>conclusion at that time was that identity theft was occuring when
>wallets/purses were stolen, mail or trash stolen or read, someone had
>access to the victim's house and computer, or by phishing scams online.
>
>
>Susan Scouras
>Librarian
>WV Archives and History Library
>The Culture Center
>1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
>Charleston, WV 25305-0300
>(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091029/f2aec9ad/
attachment-0001.html
>
>

>----------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>End of genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 21
>****************************************
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From graymatters at windstream.net Thu Oct 29 22:56:20 2009
From: graymatters at windstream.net (Martha Grenzeback)
Date: Fri Oct 30 12:57:13 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest Footnotes database
In-Reply-To: <4AE98C50.5E1A.00C0.0@rihs.org>
References: <20091029160018.C4156D044D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<4AE98C50.5E1A.00C0.0@rihs.org>
Message-ID: <91.2C.07193.5065AEA4@lrcmmta08>
They don't really overlap, except for some censuses. Although
HeritageQuest does have a Revolutionary Pension File database, it
includes only the 10 most important pages, while Footnote provides
the entire file. Footnote provides images of many records from the
National Archives, while HQ has a lot of digitized books (county
histories, genealogies, etc.).
Martha Grenzeback
graymatters@windstream.net

At 11:36 AM 10/29/2009, Lee Teverow wrote:
>Has anyone done a comparison of Footnotes and Heritage Quest? Would
>having both databases be redundant?
>
>Lee
>
>Ms. Lee Teverow, MLS
>Reference Librarian
>RIHS Library
>121 Hope St.
>Providence, RI 02906
>401-273-8107 ext. 10
>lteverow@rihs.org
>www.rihs.org
>
>Visit our New Blog http://rihs.wordpress.com/
>
>
> >>> <genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> 10/29/2009 12:00 PM >>>
>Send genealib mailing list submissions to
>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
>To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
>
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
>You can reach the person managing the list at
>
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
>When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
>than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
>
>
>Today's Topics:
>
>
1. footnote.com (Annewhite Fuller)
>
2. RE: footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com
>
Available to Libraries (Patrick M. Lofft)
>
3. footnote.com (Annewhite Fuller)
>
4. PAF on public computers? (Tom M. Mueller)
>
5. RUSA online courses: registration closing VERY soon! (Liz Markel)
>
6. West Virginia Vital Research Records online database
>
(Susan Scouras)
>
>
>--------------------------------------------------------------------->
>Message: 1
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 15:15:51 -0500
>From: "Annewhite Fuller" <afuller@hpl.lib.al.us>
>Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID: <000901ca580b$72751240$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>This morning I was told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
>taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
>have you heard about this?
>
>
>
>Annewhite
>
>
>
>Annewhite T. Fuller
>
>Manager
>
>Heritage Room
>
>Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
>
>PO Box 443
>
>Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
>
>256.532.5969
>
>256.532.5997(fax)
>

>afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/9df00868/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 2
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 13:21:36 -0700
>From: "Patrick M. Lofft" <pmlofft@comcast.net>
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] footnote.com EBSCO Publishing Makes
>
Footnote.com
Available to Libraries
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID: <241C2D58035B4664854A42B404EB8A39@Patricksdesktop>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>EBSCO Publishing Makes Footnote.com Available to Libraries
>
>~EBSCO Publishing Becomes Worldwide Library Distributor of FootnoteT
>
>Historical Digital Archive and Genealogy Database ~
>
>
>
>http://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/thisTopic-dbTopic-1276.pdf
>
>http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6
><http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=6&topicID=1279>
>&topicID=1279
>
>
>
>
_____
>
>From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annewhite
>Fuller
>Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:16 PM
>To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
>Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
>
>
>
>This morning I was told by our library's database manager that EBSCO is
>taking over the distribution of Footnote.com. Have I missed this news and
>have you heard about this?
>
>
>
>Annewhite
>
>

>
>Annewhite T. Fuller
>
>Manager
>
>Heritage Room
>
>Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
>
>PO Box 443
>
>Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
>
>256.532.5969
>
>256.532.5997(fax)
>
>afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/4c99abad/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 3
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 15:56:16 -0500
>From: "Annewhite Fuller" <afuller@hpl.lib.al.us>
>Subject: [Genealib] footnote.com
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID: <002a01ca5811$17464550$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>Thank you for your responses. I certainly missed this information.
>
>
>
>Annewhite
>
>
>
>Annewhite T. Fuller
>
>Manager
>
>Heritage Room
>
>Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
>
>PO Box 443
>
>Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
>

>256.532.5969
>
>256.532.5997(fax)
>
>afuller@hpl.lib.al.us
>
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/cdd9d172/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 4
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 17:12:04 -0400
>From: "Tom M. Mueller" <Tom.Mueller@citruslibraries.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] PAF on public computers?
>To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID:
>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F448F68@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>Do any of you have PAF loaded on public computers?
>
>If so, is special permission from the LDS?
>
>
>
>Please respond off-list.
>
>
>
>
>
>Thank you,
>
>
>
>Tom Mueller MLS
>
>Lakes Region Library
>
>1511 Druid Rd.
>
>Inverness, FL 34452
>
>ph: 352 726-2357
>
>fax: 352 726-2814
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/21a73e3e/
attachment-0001.html

>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 5
>Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 17:09:39 -0400
>From: "Liz Markel" <lmarkel@ala.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] RUSA online courses: registration closing VERY
>
soon!
>To: "Liz Markel" <lmarkel@ala.org>
>Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8013C5E6E@BE144.mail.lan>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>We're holding registration for "The Reference Interview", a RUSA online
>course, open through the end of the day tomorrow (Thursday).
>
>There are only a few spots left for this session, Nov.2-Dec. 18-don't'
>miss out!
>
>
>
>Coursework for "The Reference Interview" is completed at your own pace,
>with a few scheduled chat sessions to help you practice the reference
>interview process. Chat sessions will be scheduled after the course
>begins.
>
>A complete description is here:
>http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/referenceinterview/in
>dex.cfm
>
>
>
>***********************************
>
>Registration for our popular "Genealogy 101" online class--the Nov.
>9-Dec. 23 session--will close at the end of the day next Wednesday,
>November 4.
>
>This course is completely asynchronous, and is taught by genealogy
>expert Jack Simpson, a longtime RUSA History Section member. It's an
>excellent professional development opportunity for librarians in all
>types of libraries looking to expand their reference desk skill set, or
>brush up on current research techniques in the field.
>
>A complete description is here:
>http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/genealogy101/index.cf
>m
>
>
>
>***********************************
>
>Both of these classes have an extra week built into the session for the
>Thanksgiving holiday.
>
>We also have group rates available for 2 or more registrants from the
>same library or library system. Contact me directly at lmarkel@ala.org.
>
>

>
>Register online now (copy and paste this link):
>
>http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=eventsdist&Template=/Conference/
>ConferenceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=D
>
>
>
>Know a colleague or friend who might be interested? Please forward this
>message to them.
>
>
>
>See you in class!
>
>Liz F. Markel, M.A.
>
>Marketing Specialist
>
>Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
>
>Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)
>
>
>
>The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
>60611
>
>800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel@ala.org
>
>Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/rusa
&
>www.ala.org/ascla
>
>
>
>Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
>
>RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
>
>ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/
>
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091028/c8e6d1ce/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>Message: 6
>Date: Thu, 29 Oct 2009 09:51:37 -0400
>From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia Vital Research Records online
>
database
>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Message-ID:

>
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE82@mail.wvculture.org>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>The West Virginia Vital Research Records (VRR) online database, free on
>the Archives and History section of the West Virginia Division of
>Culture and History Web site is only a few Kanawha County marriage
>records away from being completely loaded with all eligible birth, death
>and marriage records. Probably more important to most users is the
>completion of the long-awaited move of the database to new servers. No
>more timing out on even simple searches--search the surname "Smith" on
>the largest of the databases, death records, and all 26,857 names come
>up in 2 or 3 seconds. The "similar" search is functioning, and no
>matter how many * and _ you use in the search boxes, searches are not
>being rejected or timing out so far. The images will remain over-size
>on the screen and require scrolling up and down and side to side to see
>the full image, but will print in full on letter-size paper; however,
>some shrink so much when printed that they are not truly legible. We
>will have to live with those limitations. The research historian side
>of me is not pleased that it is not possible to cite the precise book
>for the county record entries, but I have suggested compiling a list of
>the county books as numbered and labeled with their date ranges for user
>reference and posting it on our Web site with a link from the search
>pages. You would not always be able to figure out which book your page
>is from since many counties have overlapping date ranges in their
>ledgers (separate books kept in the magistrate districts, etc.), but you
>would be able to do so often.
>
>West Virginia Vital Research Records main search page is
>http://www.wvculture.org/vrr/va_select.aspx. VRR also is linked from
>our homepage, http://www.wvculture.org/history, as "Births, Deaths and
>Marriages" and as "Vital Research Records."
>
>The most recent issue of West Virginia Archives and History News, our
>monthly newsletter posted online at
>http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html
><http://www.wvculture.org/history/ahnews/ahnews.html> , features an
>updated explanatory article about VRR. The article is also available in
>PDF format, listed under "Staff Research Guides" on the Archives page,
>http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html
><http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvsamenu.html> , and from a link on
>the main VRR search page. We strongly suggest that all users read the
>updated article before using the database so they understand the
>possibilities and limitations of the digitized images and the indexing.
>Also under "Staff Research Guides" you will find "Quick Guide to West
>Virginia Birth Records," "Quick Guide to West Virginia Death Records,"
>and "Quick Guide to West Virginia Marriage Records." Each Quick Guide
>gives date ranges and a summary of the scope of records available for
>that time period, and where they can be found. These Quick Guides were
>updated in September 2009 and are also in PDF format. The full
>newsletter articles from which these Quick Guides were extracted and
>updated are cited at the bottom of each quick guide, and are linked from
>within the VRR article. (All back issues of Archives and History News
>are posted on our Web site with basic indexes by subject and title.) The
>articles and the Quick Guides may be printed for distribution as
>handouts, or may be reprinted in another publication, as long as the
>source is properly cited.
>
>An e-mail link is available at the bottom of every search page and
>search results page to report broken links and transcription errors. We

>can not alter or contradict the original records, but will consider
>adding cross-indexed alternate information on a case by case basis.
>With the new servers finally allowing us to run checks on some obvious
>potential errors, such as a 1795 birth date, we are making many
>corrections ourselves, or adding explanatory notes. (Certain
>curiosities are coming to light, such as some very early delayed birth
>records that were added during the early 1900's during one of the peak
>ages of genealogy by the children of the people whose births were
>recorded, when the people in question were most likely long deceased.)
>
>
>We know we have many pleased VRR users already, and we are very happy to
>be providing this free access to public records. By the way, if anyone
>can cite actual proof that genealogy Web sites and libraries are being
>used by identity thieves, please share that information. The last
>surveys and studies I read were done several years ago, and the
>conclusion at that time was that identity theft was occuring when
>wallets/purses were stolen, mail or trash stolen or read, someone had
>access to the victim's house and computer, or by phishing scams online.
>
>
>Susan Scouras
>Librarian
>WV Archives and History Library
>The Culture Center
>1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
>Charleston, WV 25305-0300
>(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
>
>
>-------------- next part ------------->An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>URL:
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091029/f2aec9ad/
attachment-0001.html
>
>
>----------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>End of genealib Digest, Vol 73, Issue 21
>****************************************
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From uaniall at sbcglobal.net Fri Oct 30 13:00:41 2009
From: uaniall at sbcglobal.net (uaniall@sbcglobal.net)
Date: Fri Oct 30 13:00:44 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
Message-ID: <590686.14080.qm@web80702.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Fri Oct 30 14:38:59 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)

Date: Fri Oct 30 14:39:03 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free for postage
In-Reply-To: <20091008160014.A7E34D02B9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20091008160014.A7E34D02B9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EEF7@rplexch1.rpl.org>
If you would like these, email me back. We will send out cheapest rate,
and postage can be reimbursed to Rochester Public Library.
1. Swedish American Genealogist, 17 issues from V 1 N 1 (March 1981) to
V XXII N 4 (Dec 2002). ISSN 0275-9314
2. Wisconsin State Genealogical Society Newsletter, 8 issues from V 25 N
3 (Jan 1979) to V 36 N 4 (April 1990)
3. Mayflower Marriages, by Susan E Roser (book) GPC 1990
4. Mayflower Deeds and Probates, by Susan E Roser (book), GPC 1994
5. 2nd copy of Notes about the Congregations in Kemi Lappmark, by And.
Joh. Sjoegren (Helsigfors), printed by J Simelius' widow (J Simelii
Enka), 1828 - translated by Robert J Gustafson, 1986. [paperback, 8 1/2
by 11, about 300 pages]
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Fri Oct 30 14:53:36 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Fri Oct 30 14:53:40 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Feedback on digital access to yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <20091030160020.5191FD04BA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20091030160020.5191FD04BA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EEFA@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Providing access without the ability to search isn't totally fruitless,
but it adds to a frustration factor on the part of the searcher. They,
after all, are the ones from whom we are doing this.
We have an analogous situation. We have digitized and made searchable
some yearbooks. [see
http://www.libraryweb.org/rochimag/yearbooks/schools.htm] But we want to
add more and come down closer in time. No one has been able to give us a
finite answer on what we can do - not Peter Hirtle at Cornell, not the
city legal dept. here, etc. What we are thinking of doing is digitizing
down to fairly recently and making them available only in house after a
certain date (1930, perhaps?). This way we would avoid the slice and
dice that has become so prevalent, bring in more foot traffic, and be
able to provide copies easily from the digital format.
Other reasoning is that right now they are on the shelf and can be used
by anyone anytime. This isn't violating copyright, just making things

available under restricted conditions for scholarly purposes.
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From lkoch at alleganlibrary.org Fri Oct 30 15:08:03 2009
From: lkoch at alleganlibrary.org (Linda Koch)
Date: Fri Oct 30 15:07:56 2009
Subject: [Genealib] difficult patrons
References: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFDC1E@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <A6FF927918484797802CA164FA6DEADB@lindas>
The stories about difficult patrons have, thus far, been about folk who were
fairly ignorant about genealogy and did not know how to search or correctly
compile and analyze data from records. At least the ignorant may be willing
to learn. May we all be protected from Genealogy Snobs who think that they
know everything.
I had one man come into my small library, ask at the front desk where
genealogy materials were located, and then go directly there, despite having
been told that he should stop at the reference desk for my assistance.
After a while, I saw him in our genealogical materials area and asked if he
would like my help in locating materials. He turned up his nose and
proceeded to tell me that he had been to the National Archives and knew his
way around there, and that he would certainly not need my assistance in the
small collection we housed.. He emphasized the word, "small." He then
poured through a great many books and notebooks, leaving a huge pile of
materials filling two tables. I never once saw him make any notes, and I
think that he could not find what he was seeking. I spent nearly an hour
putting away materials he had taken out, plus reshelving some that he
"helpfully" had returned to wrong places on shelves. He evidently could not
read the signs not to reshelve materials, and he had reshelved Michigan
Reference in Genealogical Reference, etc. and made a mess of our collection.
A few times Genealogical Snobs supposedly have come in to search records for
their family histories, but they seem to spend their time trying to tell
their life stories to me, especially if they think that they are related to
important people, royalty, or historic figures. Some of these snobs will
not take down any information on anyone who was not an important person or
community or church leader. It upset one lady who found that a great, great
maternal grandmother had died in the regional insane asylum, and I'll bet
that never made it into her selective family history. At least her paternal
line was "acceptable" and supposedly traced back to an important
Revolutionary War hero and some British royalty. Nothing else would have
sufficed.
We may look at these difficult patrons and then thank our lucky stars that
they are the exceptions to the rule. Most of the people I deal with are
delighted to have helpful suggestions and be shown how to use some of the
trickier indices and more obscure resources. Most patrons are also
delighted to find their family members in old records and are surprised that
we now have a collection of materials for them to search. Keep up the good
feelings toward our patrons, as some may surprise you by adding information,

donating records that help your collection grow, or just coming by to smile
and say a grateful "Thank you!"
Linda Koch
Reference & Adult Services Librarian
The Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625
FAX 269-673-8661
open M-Th 10-9; F & Sa 9-5:30
My Hours: MW 12-9; Tu-Th 9-6; F/Sa 9-5:30
www.alleganlibrary.org
Opinions expressed in this communication are those of the sender and not
necessarily the opinions of the Allegan District Library.
----- Original Message ----From: "Rhonda Stoffer" <rstoffer@marion.lib.in.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, October, 2009 9:28 AM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
I had a man come in just a few months after I started working in the Indiana
Room. He was a local man with known mental problems, said he wasn't Tom, he
was a clone and wanted to find out where his people were. I showed him the
family files, said if we had anything it would be in there. He looked a few
minutes and left.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 ext 153
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
angus12350@yahoo.com
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 9:12 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
Another option would have been to suggest he contact a library from the city
in Ohio he was from.
--- On Thu, 10/29/09, Lauren A. Maehrlein <lmaehrlein@nygbs.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Lauren A. Maehrlein <lmaehrlein@nygbs.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2009, 2:20 PM
Where are California Psychics when
you really need them?
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 East 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-626-6853
fax: 212-626-6857
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 2:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] difficult patrons
There are actually people who look crestfallen when they're
told they need AT LEAST a name, a place, and a date before
we can even begin.

Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"If you cannot hide the family skeletons, you might as well
make them dance." ~George Bernard Shaw
>>> "Becky Menzel" <bmenzel@spokanelibrary.org>
10/29/2009 12:54 PM >>>
I had a gentleman the other day who walked up, spread his
hands wide, and said "where am I from?" Dumbfounded
and confused I
stared at him until he said he was looking for his
genealogy. When I
started to ask questions I discovered that he didn't know
who his father
was, his mother was dead and he had moved here from a
fairly large city
in Ohio. I politely handed him a family tree sheet,
suggested he fill
in everything he knew and then informed him of the times
the vounteers
were in. I am continuously amazed by what people
expect us to know and
have access to.

Becky Menzel
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave.
Spokane, WA 99201

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.423 / Virus Database: 270.14.39/2469 - Release Date: 10/30/09
07:52:00
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Fri Oct 30 16:25:35 2009
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Oct 30 16:51:27 2009
Subject: [Genealib] San Francisco City Directories - Now online - free
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0910301324h5a26dc8cxc86cd046abcf45c2@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0910301320o5a5ed57dt6bff304594400d7c@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0910301323q32b2abc2h3c415bf6b45bde4e@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0910301324h5a26dc8cxc86cd046abcf45c2@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0910301325m34dd1623g87e97d48021590b6@mail.gmail.com>
San Francisco City Directories are now online - free - Here are the direct
links:
San Francisco City Directories
1881. http://www.archive.org/details/langleyssanfranc1881sanfrich
1898. http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1898sanfrich
1901.
1904.
1907.
1908.

http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1901sanfrich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1904sanfrich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1907sanfrich
http://www.archive.org/details/sanfranciscocali1908polk

1909. http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1909sanfrich
1911.
1912.
1913.
1914.
1915.
1916.
1918.

http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1911sanfrich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1912sanfrich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1913sanfrich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1914sanfrich
http://www.archive.org/details/sanfranciscocali1915polk
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1916sanfrich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1918sanfrich

1920.
1921.
1923.
1924.
1925.
1927.

http://www.archive.org/details/sanfranciscocali1920polk
http://www.archive.org/details/sanfranciscocali1921polk
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1923rlporich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1924rlporich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1925rlporich
http://www.archive.org/details/crockerlangleysa1927rlporich

Thank you to Nancy Pratt Melton for alerting me.
Tom
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com
Twitter: http://twitter.com/TomKemp
Facebook: http://bit.ly/Gjlun
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091030/708fa400/
attachment.html
From scarlott6760 at roadrunner.com Fri Oct 30 17:41:31 2009
From: scarlott6760 at roadrunner.com (Jean)
Date: Fri Oct 30 17:41:38 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free for postage
References: <20091008160014.A7E34D02B9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EEF7@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <001601ca59a9$bf0a7880$6602a8c0@mothers>
Larry
The Carroll Co. Genealogy library would like to have:
Mayflower Marriages, by Susan E. Roser
Mayflower Deeds and Probates, by Susan E. Roser.
Gladly send postage
Carroll Co. Chapter OGS
Box 36
Carrollton, Oh. 44615
Attention Jean
----- Original Message ----From: "Naukam, Larry" <Larry.Naukam@libraryweb.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 10:38 AM
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free for postage
If you would like these, email me back. We will send out cheapest rate,
and postage can be reimbursed to Rochester Public Library.
1. Swedish American Genealogist, 17 issues from V 1 N 1 (March 1981) to
V XXII N 4 (Dec 2002). ISSN 0275-9314

2. Wisconsin State Genealogical Society Newsletter, 8 issues from V 25 N
3 (Jan 1979) to V 36 N 4 (April 1990)
3. Mayflower Marriages, by Susan E Roser (book) GPC 1990
4. Mayflower Deeds and Probates, by Susan E Roser (book), GPC 1994
5. 2nd copy of Notes about the Congregations in Kemi Lappmark, by And.
Joh. Sjoegren (Helsigfors), printed by J Simelius' widow (J Simelii
Enka), 1828 - translated by Robert J Gustafson, 1986. [paperback, 8 1/2
by 11, about 300 pages]
Larry Naukam

------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of
the intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information.
Unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, you may not use, disclose, copy or disseminate this
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the
sender immediately by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message, including attachments.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Fri Oct 30 22:26:03 2009
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Sat Oct 31 08:44:17 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Document & preserve your family history with 21st
century tools. Avon, CT - 31 Oct 2009
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0910301925w45f7abcfjd0d90554008328e5@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0910301923r5b95b523m7b999dc47813f7@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0910301923p7e9289cfqfe466801e28e756e@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0910301923o5e9b782m92d7f4de28d84b0f@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0910301924v65fcb67cy828439507698619e@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0910301924s5891cdf4p3621adf2ce1528ea@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0910301925yed5e072md98b76bbce90bfbd@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0910301925w45f7abcfjd0d90554008328e5@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0910301926y4947b945x1a3f2b6aa088b43@mail.gmail.com>
Lecture. Document & preserve your family history with 21st
century tools.
10am Avon, CT Public Library. Open to the public.
I am speaking tomorrow at the Avon (CT) Public Library
Hope you can be there - but if you can't - you can see the lecture notes

here:
http://bit.ly/3W9xjq
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com
Twitter: http://twitter.com/TomKemp
Facebook: http://bit.ly/Gjlun
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20091030/
e0fb1295/attachment.html

